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Abstract

Computer Support Systems- possibilities or
hindrances? -a study of the potential of a scanner
system implementation within Fresenius Kabi
Ebba Melén

The medical market is a global market with constantly increasing demands for new
products, new ways of producing, and for the production of larger quantities to lower
prices. Moreover, today's regulations demand that the medical companies achieve full
traceability and other regulations throughout the whole refining process. If a product
turns out to fail in any aspect, all of the products linked to it immediately have to be
retrieved from the market. In order to review and adjust the manufacturing schedule,
fulfill regulations and traceability a company must be able discover and react on new
trends, needs and lacks on the market as soon as possible. As a tool for achieving
these requirements companies develop new working methods and implement
computer support tools to facilitate the daily work for the operators. One example of
a process support system is an automatic identification and data capture system
(AIDC) which is a system that facilitates the capturing and transferring of data
between computer systems and users. Automating formal manual processes is a
possibility to streamlining processes and minimizing the time of performance as well
as increase the correctness of the data captured.

In a holistic perspective, the situation within Fresenius Kabi AB has been described,
focusing on the computer system view, the process view, the organization view and
the information view. The study illustrates that a computer support tool would
facilitate and improve the effectiveness of the processes within a storage department.
However, the increase in effectiveness is dependent on the rebuilding of part of the
storage department. Furthermore, the potential for a computer support tool within
the production department has been partly illustrated. However depending on how
the actual implementation would look, the advantages might outnumber the
disadvantages or vice versa and the area has to be further investigated before a final
decision. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Läkemedelsbranschen är en global bransch med ständigt ökande krav på nya produkter och 
ökade kvantiteter till lägre priser. I kombination med ökad efterfrågan på leveranssäkerhet och 
produkttillgänglighet har även kraven på spårbarhet genom hela förädlingskedjan ökat. Om en 
produkt visar sig bristande måste den snabbt kunna återkallas från marknaden. Samma snabba 
agerande är viktigt vid förändrad efterfrågan. Full spårbarhet, förmågan att snabbt upptäcka 
trender och möjligheten till ett snabbt agerande på marknaden är avgörande faktorer för 
framgång. 

För att uppnå ovanstående krav krävs nya arbetsmetoder. Ett sätt att underlätta verksamheten 
är att implementera olika typer av datorsystem i det dagliga arbetet. Genom datorsystem kan 
formella dagliga processer som utförs manuellt automatiseras. Därmed effektiviseras 
processen rent tidsmässigt men även felkällorna som ofta uppkommer på grund av mänsklig 
manuell hantering minskar.  

Syftet med examensarbetet har varit att utvärdera fördelar och nackdelar med ett 
identifieringssystem för automatisk datainsamling inom läkemedelsföretaget Fresenius Kabi 
AB. Vidare är arbetet indelar i tre delar för tre geografiska områden inom företaget i vilket 
identifieringssystemets framtid har utvärderats. Delarna utgör två lokala lager inom 
förrådsavdelningen, valda delar i produktionsavdelningen och sammankopplandet av 
identifieringssystemet med ett automatiskt trycksystem och/eller ett bandtransportsystem.  

Den arbetsmetod som har anammats är beprövad vid genomförande av förändringsarbete 
inom materialadministration och logistiksystem. I metoden ingår att genomföra en grundlig 
nulägesanalys, något som har gjorts utifrån ett helhetsperspektiv. Helhetsperspektivet utgår 
från fyra aspekter som analyseras, det är vilka systemstöd som finns tillgängliga för att 
underlätta arbetet, hur information och data skickas och uppdateras, vilka arbetsprocesser eller 
arbetsrutiner som råder och vilka användare och aktörer som är involverade i dessa processer.

Hypotesen, att Fresenius Kabi AB med sin ökade produktion och ständiga förändringar skulle 
gynnas av en ökad formell och automatisk informationshantering, bestyrks delvis i arbetet. De 
två lokala lagren inom förrådsavdelningen behöver innan någon implementering genomförs, 
byggas om för att klara dagens och framtidens lagerbehov. Utan denna förändring är det en 
omöjlighet att uppnå de förväntade fördelarna med identifieringssystemet. Arbetet visar 
vidare att efter en ombyggnad skulle inte bara struktur och ordning uppnås utan framförallt 
skulle processtiden för de aktiviteter som sker i dessa lager minska avsevärt. Dessa fördelar 
tros även vara möjliga att uppnå vid en implementering av identifieringssystemet i 
produktionsavdelningen. Dock bör ytterligare utredning kring hur implementeringen förväntas 
se ut studeras innan en fullständig rekommendation kan ges. Detta bör förslagsvis göras 
genom att besöka de produktionsområden inom Fresenius AG koncernen där 
identifieringssystemet redan har implementerats i produktionsavdelningen. 

Slutligen visar utvärderingen av sammankopplandet av identifieringssystemet med 
automatiska truckar och bandtransportsystem att fördelarna i dagsläget inte skulle överstiga 
nackdelarna. Detta är dock ett område som kan vara aktuellt att åter utvärdera i framtiden om 
produktionen fortsätter att öka i samma takt som idag. 
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1 Introduction
The medical market is a global market with constantly increasing demands for new products, 
for new ways of producing, and for the production of larger quantities at lower prices. As a 
result, the medical industry is a dynamic market characterized by rapid changes. In 
combination with demands for fast deliveries and product availability, companies are required 
to develop new work methods to satisfy customers’ needs. In order to review and adjust the 
manufacturing schedule, a company must be able to discover new trends, needs and shortages
on the market as soon as possible. (Cheng et al 1993) 

Moreover, today’s regulations are placing new demands on medical companies, such as
achieving full traceability throughout the entire refining process. (van Dorp 2002). If a 
product fails in any aspect, all of the products linked to it must immediately be recalled from 
the market. Full traceability demands much additional work from the company and the people 
involved. All steps have to be logged, which means that strict routines must be established.
New working methods and equipment might facilitate the working routines and enable 
companies to fulfill the given requirements. However, in some cases, such changes may also 
further complicate production for companies. 

One solution to create new ways of handling routines is the implementation of computer-
based process support systems. By using these systems, several formal manual processes can 
be handled automatically. The computer systems are often supported by special identification 
systems, which facilitate the capturing of information. The automation of these processes 
enables the streamlining of many processes, minimizes performance time, and increases the 
accuracy of the data captured (van Dorp 2002). Computer-based process support includes 
many components and the need for understanding the role of these components should be 
considered. 

1.1 An increasing need for computer process support
To facilitate the capturing, handling and transmission of information, different kinds of 
logistic information systems are used in today’s manufacturing companies. The information 
systems are commonly divided into three groups: 

 Planning and operative systems
 Communication systems
 Identification systems
(Jonsson et al 2005)

1.1.1 Planning and operative systems
Planning and operative systems contain system support for all processes within a company. 
The systems are called enterprise resource planning systems (ERP) and consist of a common 
shared database for all program functions (Fredholm 2006). The common database integrates 
information within the whole company, thus eliminating the need to link and maintain many 
different computer systems, which is often more expensive. (Ljungberg 2001 et al)

Most ERP systems consist of modules supporting different processes within the company. 
The material-planning module is crucial, as it contains support for material planning, 
controlling storage inventory and maintaining storage accounts. 
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Warehouse management systems
Since the material-planning module is crucial, the ERP system is often complemented with an 
extensive computer support for this area and the performance of the operative material flows, 
support that often comes in the form of a warehouse management system (WMS). A WMS 
handles goods receipt, storage of incoming goods, location of goods in storage and tracing of 
goods in storage. A WMS is often integrated with a system that handles the automatic 
capturing of data and identification of goods. By using WMS and identification systems in
parallel, the handling of goods is facilitated (Jonsson et al 2005).

1.1.2 Communication systems
Communication systems enable information exchange between computer systems and users. 
Different technical solutions exist, and different systems are often used in parallel in 
companies. Some systems handle information exchange between stationary entities, while 
others enable exchange between mobile entities. Some systems are suitable for spontaneous 
information exchange, while other systems are suitable for routine information exchange. 
Some systems are suitable for unstructured and others for structured information exchange. 

Internet and e-mail
The Internet has become a more useful communication system within many companies and 
branches. E-mail enables fast and cheap communication for users. The use of e-mail and the
Internet are constantly developing. In particular, Fredholm (2006) mentions mobile e-mailing
and instant messaging, which is something between e-mail and chat. 

Telephones, faxes, letters
Telephones, faxes, letters and e-mails (see above) are used as communication systems
particularly for unstructured and spontaneous information exchange, but are also used for 
routine activities. (Jonsson et al 2005)

Remote function call
Remote function call is a communication system or an application interface program often 
used between certain ERP systems and linked systems or between modules in an ERP system. 
It is a real-time server client information exchange. (Rfc)

1.1.3 Identification systems
Identification systems as well as communication systems are used to support a WMS with 
information. Automatic identification and data capture systems (AIDC) automatically capture 
information and pass it along to another system or user. These systems use different methods 
and techniques to automatically capture and register data. Examples of identification systems 
are bar codes, radio frequency identification (RFID), optical character recognition (OCR) and 
magnetic stripes. Bar coding technology is the most common identification system and also 
the oldest, but the RFID technique is expected to be more important in the future. (Fredholm 
2006 and Smith 2002)

It is common that different identification systems exist in parallel within a refining process. 
Independent of what identification system it is, these types of systems can be seen as the 
system that connects all the other systems within the organization. (Lumsden 1990)

1.1.4 Manual versus automatic data capturing
Wall (1995) mentions that there are a number of critical control points (CCP) in any 
production process, where materials are divided, mixed, separated, wrapped, boxed and 
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stored. If these processes are performed manually, a high rate of failures and human errors 
may occur. By applying automatic data capturing instead of manual, these failures do not 
occur to the same extent. Automatic registration of an object takes less time and automatic 
capturing of data also minimizes human errors. Automatic identification can manage 100 of 
signs per second, while manual identification only manages 10-15 signs per second. Out of 
three million signs an automatic identification system fails once, whereas the manual 
identification fails 10 000 times (Lumsden 1990 and Smith  2002). In the long run, automatic 
data capturing is less expensive than manual data capturing. Automatic capturing streamlines 
the data entry and facilitates handling, which means that less people need to work with data 
capturing and manual transmission of information (van Dorp 2002).

Automatic data capturing ensures that the information is available in “real time”. When a 
material has passed a certain process or step in the production, this is registered 
simultaneously. This is of importance when tracing material within the refinery process or 
when verifying which process has been performed and which has not. (Cheng 1993 and van 
Dorp 2002)

1.1.5 Tracking and tracing
In close relation to automatic identification are functions for tracking and tracing. Tracking is 
the procedure of following goods along the material flow; tracing is finding goods that have 
vanished along the material flow. Some identification systems enable the tracking and tracing 
of goods from the supplier through the production process all the way to the customer. 
(Jonsson et al 2005) Traceability problems tend to occur in the critical control points, but this 
is also where potential efficiency improvements exist (Wall 1995).

Many advantages with automatic capturing of data can be found in comparison with manual 
capturing. However, some drawbacks or issues concerning automatic identification systems 
must be considered. When implementing an automatic identification system, Lumsden (1990) 
emphasizes the importance of taking into account the user of the system, the people within the 
organization. Without proper education for the users and without giving them an 
understanding of the technique, it does not matter how advanced the technique is, it will not 
be used and work properly. 

Furthermore, companies have to be aware that tracing functions in themselves usually add no 
value to the products. Rather they add cost, so in each case the cost has to be weighed against 
the benefit. It is also important to be aware that too much tracing information, uncritically
gathered and presented, can be more of a hindrance than a help. (Cheng et al 1993) 

1.2 Problem background
An interesting example of a problem with implementing process support systems was found 
at Fresenius Kabi AB at their Uppsala plant. Fresenius Kabi AB is a company in the medical 
industry that has increased production in recent years. Since 1999 when Fresenius AG bought 
the Uppsala plant the plan has been to harmonize the Swedish plants with the parent company 
in Germany. The harmonization includes introducing the enterprise resource planning 
standard system SAP R/3 to plants in Sweden. During spring 2005 a feasibility study was 
initiated, and in January 2006 the old ERP system was replaced by SAP R/3. 

Two additional computer systems were also implemented at the storage department within 
Fresenius Kabi AB. The purposes of these two systems were to facilitate the processes within 
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the storage department and improve the accuracy of accumulated data. One of the systems is a 
warehouse management system. The other is an identification system supported with 
handheld scanners. The scanner system is only implemented in one of the local storages 
within the storage department. In other local storages and within the production department 
most data transferring and exchange are still performed manually by the operators. 

Increased production has led to many problems and shortages in the refinery process within 
Fresenius Kabi AB, due to the extent of manual handling of data and other information. These 
problems and shortages might be eliminated or at least decreased with the help of a process 
support system. Since the start of the implementation of the scanner system, the aim has been 
to evaluate the possibilities for future and further implementation of the system. This means 
first and foremost to implement the system within the whole storage department but also 
introducing the system within the production department. 

While the material flow and number of staff at the plant are increasing, the equipment and 
existing buildings at the Uppsala plant are unchanged. Due to the long history of the Uppsala 
plant, much of the storage and production equipment, as well as the building designs, are 
remnants, not optimal for today’s production. These remnants might in some cases be a 
hindrance for further development of the logistic system. Other existing systems that are 
essential for the ongoing processes within the storage and production departments might 
further affect the development of the logistic system. These systems are a conveyor system
and an automatic guided vehicle system. Consequently, they have to be taken into account 
when analyzing future system developments.  

1.3 Previous studies
Implementing a computer system for process support is a type of production development.1

Most research has so far been on product development. A structured and systematic way of 
working when developing a production system or improving an existing one is therefore 
lacking. Many companies perform production development without analyzing the existing 
system. This is an important step where valuable experience and knowledge about the existing 
system are gathered. However the final evaluation of the production system is also often not 
performed properly and objectively. (Bellgran 2005)

Extensive research on traceability within the manufacturing industry has been performed
during the last twenty years (Wall 1995 and Jonsson et al 2005). Due to the development of
computers, research within automatic identification and data capture systems (AIDC) has 
increased the last couple of years (Fredholm 2006 and Smith 2002), and it has become an 
important support tool within large manufacturing companies. 

The previous studies show that improving traceability within a manufacturing process, such 
as by implementing an AIDC system, not only improves the accuracy of the captured data,
but that automatic data handling is also less time consuming than manual handling. Previous 
studies also show that AIDC results in less human errors of different kinds (Fredholm 2006 
and Smith 2002). These previous studies are performed within different kinds of 
manufacturing businesses.

                                                
1 Process development used in the same context. 
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Regardless of what previous studies in the area of traceability and AIDC indicate, none of the 
studies have been performed at the Uppsala plant. Therefore the situation at the Uppsala plant 
has to be evaluated and analyzed in relation to existing theory and previous studies before it is 
possible to answer the question of whether an implementation of the scanner system would 
improve the effectiveness within Fresenius Kabi AB.

1.4 Hypothesis
Previous studies have thus claimed that the implementation of an AIDC system most likely 
would eliminate many problems at the Uppsala plant that occur due to manual handling of 
data. The situation at Fresenius Kabi AB is characterized by rapid changes within the refinery 
process and constantly increasing production, an aspect that further motivates the need for an 
AIDC system. 

In this thesis, examining the situation at Fresenius Kabi AB in relation to previous studies, I 
therefore hypothesize that by implementing a computer-based support system within the 
whole plant, Fresenius Kabi would:

 Gain time in each process where the support system is implemented 
 Gain time on processes that are indirectly affected by the implementation
 Gain structure and order in the local storages and departments where the system is 

implemented

2 Objectives
This chapter will present the aim of this thesis, a description of project limitations and a
reference to the abbreviations used throughout the thesis work. 

2.1 Aim of the thesis
The aim of the thesis is to investigate the expected advantages and disadvantages resulting 
from an implementation of a computer support system within certain local storages and 
departments within Fresenius Kabi AB. In doing so, the existing processes in capturing data 
and information will be identified. Furthermore, the thesis will present recommendations for 
future working processes and information exchange and a cost proposal for a possible 
computer support system implementation. 

In order to meet the objectives of this thesis, the analysis is divided into the following three 
areas that describe the advantages and disadvantages with:

- Implementing a computer support system in the temperate and cool storage facility.
- Implementing a computer support system within the production department by linking 

the computer system to the production order. 
- An automatic interface between a conveyor system, the automatic guided vehicle 

system and/or a computer support system.

2.2 Project limitations 
When evaluating a possible implementation in the production department, this study has been 
limited to two production lines (denoted “LVP production line 1” and “SVP production line”). 
The result within these two production lines gives an indication of how an implementation of 
a computer suport system would affect the whole production department. However, to obtain
a more accurate picture of the situation all production lines must be further evaluated. 
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2.3 Abbreviations explanations 
All abbreviations used in the thesis in relation to the WMS at Fresenius Kabi AB are found in 
Appendix 8. 

3 Methodology
The chapter starts out with a short presentation of the site of the study. This is followed by a 
description of how the investigation within Fresenius Kabi has been performed. The chapter
then presents the different resources for data that have been used and how the data has been 
collected. 

3.1 Site of the study
3.1.1 Fresenius Kabi AB
Fresenius Kabi AB is a subsidiary to the German group Fresenius AG. Fresenius AG is a 
global health care company with products and services for dialysis, hospital medical care and 
medical care of patients at home. . (Fresenius Kabi [1]) 

Fresenius Kabi originates from the medical company Pharmacia and Upjohn. In 1999 the 
Pharmacia and Upjohn department was merged with the Fresenius Pharma Division and 
Fresenius Kabi AG was founded. The Scandinavian part of Fresenius Kabi is divided in three 
plants in Uppsala, Brunna and Halden. Since November 2006, there is a shared logistic 
department for all the three plants.

Fresenius Kabi AB has 11, 000 employees worldwide. 750 are located in Sweden, either in 
Brunna or in Uppsala. The Swedish main office and the factory for the manufacture of 
finished products are located in Uppsala. (Fresenius Kabi [3])

Figure 1- Fresenius AG and its three subsidiaries (Fresenius Kabi [2])

This thesis mainly focuses on two departments within the Uppsala plant, the storage 
department and the production department. It is between these two departments that the main 
material and information flows occur, which are of interest in this thesis. A schematic 
description of the storage department, its local storages, conveyor system, transport control 
system for automatic guided vehicles and computer terminals is provided in appendices 1, 2 
and 3. A schematic description of the departments within production that are of interest in this 
thesis is provided in appendices 4, 5 and 6. 
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3.1.2 The storage department
The storage department is where incoming raw material and semi-finished goods are stored. 
Because the materials are of different types, they are also stored in different local storage2. 
Most of the materials are stored on wooden pallets in the high-bay or high-rack warehouse. 
Some materials are stored in temperate storage and cool storage, and some are stored in label 
storage or label quarantine. Materials are also stored shorter times in certain areas. These 
areas are thee goods received area, the send area for finished goods, the collation area and the
Temp/Cool area. (Appendix 1,2,3 )

In the collation area material picking is performed3 before the material is transported to the 
production department. The collation area is linked to the high rack warehouse. In the high 
rack warehouse as well as the collation area a computer support system based on scanner-
technique is implemented and used.

3.1.3 The production department
The production department is where raw material and semi-finished goods are refined to 
finished goods. Furthermore the department is separated in different sub-departments 
depending on the product being manufactured and the various steps in the refinery process. 

One main sub-department is the filling department where the produced solution is poured into
bags and ampoules. The filling department includes LVP production line1 and SVP 
production line. LVP production line 1 is one of six lines producing chamber bags (LVP), and
the SVP production line is one of two production lines producing ampoules (SVP). Both the 
LVP and SVP production lines orders material from the high rack warehouse, but the SVP 
production line also orders semi-finished ampoules and material from the temperate and cool 
storages. This is because finished goods from SVP production are transported to the storage 
department to be stored for a couple of days within the temperate or cool storages. Thereafter 
the goods are once again ordered to the SVP- department for inspection. After this inspection 
the product is ready for the customer.

When mainly package material is taken into the filling department, the material has to pass a 
gate, the so-called locker room. This is because the filling department is part of a cleanliness 
zone, and the cleanliness of the material that is passes the gate has to be guaranteed. (Asman, 
Bergwall, Eriksson, Nolin 2006)

3.2 Approach to the problem
The study was guided by an approach to investigations designed to result in suggestions for 
changes in material administration. The approach was proposed by Storhagen (1995) and can 
be divided into three phases. 

                                                
2 Local storage = warehouse.
3 Process performed when only parts of a pallet is ordered.

1

32

Feasibility study
History
Problem

Situation analysis

Measure program
Priorities

Measure proposals
Consequences

Implementation
Implement

Org. adjustment
Follows up
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Figure2 - The three phases within the method used.  Storhagen (1995)

The first phase is to perform a feasibility study that includes a description of the history of the 
company, a presentation of the background of the material administration problem and a 
situation analysis. An important aspect to consider when formulating and mapping the 
material administration problem is to know what problem to solve, despite the fact that people 
experience a situation differently. The feasibility study gives an overview of why some 
systems are used in the company and why some processes are handled in the way they are. 
The situation analysis maps and describes the current situation of the area being analyzed. 
The situation analysis can be divided between hard data and soft data. Hard data includes the
operational systems that are being used, the capacity of certain physical resources and 
organizational diagrams. The soft data mainly includes different opinions within the 
company, and how different subsystems are connected and relate to each other. (Storhagen 
1995) 
  
The second phase is the measurement program, which includes priorities, measurement 
proposals and consequences. In this phase actual measurement programs are proposed based 
on solving the material administration problem in one way or another. In situations where 
several problems exist, priority must be given to certain problems. The expected results are 
described, and the time needed to achieve the results is evaluated. The second phase ends with 
some kind of consequence analysis that indicates what impact the proposed solution could
have on another part of the company. This is normally presented in a discussion format. (ibid)

The third phase includes implementation, organizational adjustments and follow-ups. This
phase is not included in this thesis.

In order to meet the objectives of this thesis, and in response to the recommendations by 
Storhagen (1995), data for the first and second phases has been collected both qualitatively 
and quantitatively. Interviews, observations and mapping from a holistic view represent the 
qualitative data, while the key performance indicators and a comparative analysis represent 
the quantitative data. 

Finally, the second phase of the methodology included a qualitative discussion of the current 
situation within Fresenius Kabi and possible advantages and disadvantages of the three steps 
of changes proposed in chapter 2.1. The costs of a measurement program have been evaluated 
and suggestions for the future have been given. The suggestions have been evaluated and 
discussed, based on the recommendation given by Storhagen (1999), to prioritize “natural” 
solutions instead of “ideal” solutions when improving the material administration within an 
organization. According to the author the best solution of a problem or the best development 
often is when people can continue performing their daily work but doing it in another way. 

3.3 Interviews
Sörqvist and Storhagen propose the use of interviews as a way of mapping the current 
situation within the company and also for summarizing important ideas, experiences and 
thoughts. The interviews can be made with management and other key persons, as well as 
with other employees within the organization. (Sörqvist 2004) 
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Both formal and informal interviews with employees at Fresenius Kabi have been conducted 
in the study. In total 15 formal interviews were performed ranging between 30 minutes to 2,5 
hours. The respondents were mainly people from different departments that are part of the 
ongoing daily refinery process within Fresenius Kabi and these interviews took place at the 
Uppsala plant. These people were a valuable source of information as they have the best 
overview of the computer systems, of the interaction between departments and users, and of
where in the refinery process problems tend to occur. Furthermore, suppliers of different 
computer systems have been interviewed as well as mangers from the different departments at 
the Uppsala plant. These interviews were mainly performed at the Uppsala plant and one 
interview was performed during a visit to another medical company, a company using the 
same supplier.  The people were selected with help of the supervisor of the thesis work, Malin 
Åberg, but also by the author herself. At some interviews Malin Åberg participated but most 
interviews were conducted by the author herself. The interviews have consisted of
conversations where the respondent talked freely with only some steering from the 
interviewer. 

The informal interviews consisted of continual questions on problems that arose during the 
work. These respondents for the informal interviews included the 15 people mentioned above 
and another 10 people working at Fresenius Kabi AB. Furthermore, all operators working in 
the storage department have been asked questions continuously throughout the study. 

The author of the thesis has tried to get in touch with a representative from a production plant 
within the Fresenius AG group. At this plant a material administration change, similar to the 
one studied at the Uppsala plant, already has been performed. Unfortunately this attempt has 
been without success.

3.4 Holistic perspective of a logistic development
To fulfill the first step within the chosen methodology, a qualitative mapping of the 
production system was performed. Research in production development and logistic 
development (Storhagen 1995, Sörqvist 2004, Bellgran et al 2005) emphasizes the importance 
of having a holistic view of the production system when introducing a process support tool. It 
is common to include only the technical and physical aspects of a system, but a holistic 
perspective also includes other aspects of a production system. When approaching the holistic 
view, researchers in general present the same aspects to be taken into consideration. Bellgran 
includes technical parts, humans in the system as well as work routines and ways of 
organizing the work. Ljungberg (2001) includes needs, activities, resources, actors and 
assignments.

The aspects chosen for the holistic framework in this thesis are presented by Svensson et al 
(1999) and result in a model for presenting and analyzing complex engineering information 
management systems. This model’s main purpose is to examine the existing processes and 
how a process support tool, in this case a computer support system, would affect the different 
processes within the company. The authors present a model including four views that must be 
further analyzed: the system view, the process view, the organization view and the 
information view.(Figure 3) 
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Figure 3 - Aspects to consider in the holistic perspective (Svensson et al 1999)

3.4.1 System view
The system view describes the computer systems used in the processes. Since computer 
systems can consist of several subsystems, the computer systems can be put in a hierarchical 
structure. (Svensson et al 1999) Computer systems used within the logistic systems and their 
purposes are described in the introduction of this thesis.

3.4.2 Process view
The process view concerns how a task is carried out and the ways the information is handled 
in the process.(Svensson et al 1999) Due to the many areas where processes are applicable,
there are many definitions of processes. Ljungberg (2001) defines the process as

a repetitive used network of linked activities that uses information and resources to transform 
“object in” to “object out”, from identification to satisfaction of customer needs.(Ljungberg, 
2001, p.45)

Ljungberg (2001) particularly points out the importance of mapping processes and describing 
them. However, what must be taken into account is that some processes can be performed 
differently from how they are said to be performed. Separate parts within the organization 
tend to create their own processes to facilitate the daily work and to improve the effectiveness 
of their process. This often improves separate processes but might deteriorate other processes 
along the logistic system. 

3.4.3 Organizational view
The organizational view is also call the role view by Svensson et al. It consists of various 
roles or actors involved in the processes. By analyzing where in the organization the 
information flows goes this can contribute to an improved organization and integration 
between departments (Svensson et al 1999). The goal is to find critical interfaces between the 
roles, that is, to find which roles are communicating with each other. Integration between 
functions, departments and users is one of the biggest organizational problems within material 
administration. It is a matter of how the communication is supposed to be handled between 
the departments. Bhatt (2000) also mentions that an organization is in a better position to 
control and monitor its operations and work processes with the help of different IT supports. 
Improvements can entail the elimination of non-value-adding processes which empirically has 
been shown to increase collaboration among workgroup employees. By harmonizing the data 
systems within companies, data sharing and linking processes are facilitated without requiring 
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excessive time and human resources. Harmonization also enables more views to be shared 
among employees and increases awareness for different issues in the company. (Bhatt 2000)

3.4.4 Information view
The information view involves all of the information that has been created, used and 
transferred in the processes. Humans or computer systems handle this transferring, and the 
information is often stored in a computer system. All users in the logistic system do not see
the same information, though some information changes during the process (Svensson et al 
1999). Ensuring an efficient flow of information is essential to maintaining the material flow 
within an organization. Information can both support and steer processes. When a customer 
sends an order that starts a process, the information acts to steer the process. Information 
about where a product is stored is, on the other hand, seen as supporting information. 
(Ljungberg et al 2001)

Information can be transferred in different ways. In relation to the transmission of information 
Storhagen proposes three work routines4 within a company:

 Informal routines and direct contact between humans,
 Manually formal routines such as PM and orders cards, and
 Computer-supported formal routines for material and production planning

(Storhagen1995 p.156).

Informal routines are important for the material administration. Informal routines and 
informal communications facilitate the work of employees and integration between 
departments as they help people understand each other’s work. They also create an 
understanding of possibilities and limitations within the workplace. Storhagen (1995) 
mentions that with informal routines there is greater flexibility within the system and more 
opportunities to improvise. However, some routines are formalized due to their continuity and 
due to the quantity of data handled or transferred. Automation can facilitate situations of 
formal routines that handle large quantities of data. 

3.5 Flowchart modeling
To present the four views of the model, Svensson et al (1999) has suggested using different 
modeling techniques for each view.  Within Fresenius Kabi AB a technique for mapping 
processes and computer systems has already been used for previous modeling. Therefore only 
this mapping method is used in the thesis, though with a slight modification. The flowchart 
modeling presents the four views in the same flowchart (Figure 4). The blue boxes represent 
the four views. Boxes placed under a view represent a certain user, information, process or 
system that is involved in a particular step. An arrow in the flowchart represents either 
information flows between system and processes or in what sequence activities are 
performed. Lines in the flowchart represent to which process certain information is linked.

                                                
4 Routine and Process used in the same context
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Figure 4 - A flowchart showing the mapping method used in the thesis.  

By mapping the processes, the information, the user and the systems, the extent of an 
implementation of a process support tool is more easily showed. Also the efforts required in 
relation to the change are understood, such as efforts required by the organization and by its 
users. Another benefit with mapping the situation is that all affected employees can attain a 
common understanding of the situation and start to see the process as a whole unit and not 
just separate subprocesses. Furthermore, all parts of the organization can obtain valuable 
information about how the process could be changed and improved. An understanding of the 
existing process also means that it is easier to estimate the value of improving the process. 
(ibid) 

3.6 Key performance indicators
The initial time spent working on the thesis was dedicated to a key performance indicator 
report. A key performance indicator (KPI) is a quantifiable measurement of the improvements 
in performing an activity that is critical to the success of a company, a department or a 
project. (KPI [1])

In this thesis, the KPI illustrated the amount of pallets transported between different 
departments and local storages within the Uppsala plant. In agreement with Storhagen’s
(1995) methodology, this kind of hard data is a valuable resource that supports the situation 
analysis conducted in the first phase of the methodology. The KPI not only analyzes the 
current material flow, but it also gives an indication of the workload for the operators on a 
weekly, daily and hourly basis and where in the plant the workload was largest. 

The statistics for the KPI were retrieved from two existing computer systems (SAP R/3 
ELVIS and FOX5) within the Uppsala plant. Some KPIs have been updated during the study 
work during the autumn of 2006. The retrieved KPI were selected with the help of the junior 
manager of logistic department, Jan Sjöberg. 

3.7 Comparative analysis
Some potential changes that a computer support system would result in were quantified. This 
was possible due to the fact that the support system already has been implemented in some 
areas within the Uppsala plant. A comparative analysis was performed between processes 
with the computer support system implemented and the processes with manual handling. In a 
time and motion study, the time from which an order was performed until the time when the 
process started was measured, as was the picking process. The processes compared were 
quantified in hours, minutes and seconds. One set of data was retrieved from the implemented 
process support system, and one set was received from a manual time and motion study 
performed on the manual processes. 

Moreover, for the manual processes, the physical location of a picked pallet was compared 
with the logical location given in the WMS. 

                                                
5 Further described under the chapter 4.1
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4 Results
This chapter presents a qualitative and quantitative situation analysis as a result of mapping 
the studied system from the (computer) system, process, information and organizational 
views. In addition, a summary of key performance indicators and of the time and motion 
study is presented. 

4.1 Computer system view
Below follows a description of the most crucial computer systems used within the Uppsala 
plant. The computer systems are essential for the ongoing processes within the whole plant 
but within the storage department in particular. 

4.1.1 Warehouse management system
Since 2006, Fresenius Kabi AB uses the ERP system SAP R/3, a standardized system used 
within the whole Fresenius AG group. SAP R/3 is based on fully interfaced modules, which
include all the main functions within the company. The functions and its modules are 
presented below (Figure 5):

 Production function- Production Planning (PP)
 Purchasing function- Material Master (MM) 
 Storage and layer function- Warehouse Management System (ELVIS).
 Quality function- Quality Module (QM)
 Product calculation and interface to PP- Finance Controlling (FI/CO)
 Complaint handling function- Sales distribution (SD) 

(Functional Specification [1])

Figure 5 - The SAP R/3 modules and the interfaces to other systems.  (Functional 
Specification [6])

For the storage department the storage and layer function is the most important function. The 
SAP R/3 standard function for these processes has not been implemented within the 
companies in the Fresenius AG group. Instead, the company-designed warehouse 
management system ELVIS has been developed. ELVIS has an automatic interface to a 
palletizer6 as well as a forklift guiding system.

                                                
6 Two robots performing the piling of boxes of finished goods on pallets

= SLS system

= Pallaetizer
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4.1.2 Forklift guiding system
ELVICUS-MES, commonly referred to as SLS, is the forklift guiding system within the 
Uppsala plant. It was implemented simultaneously with SAP R/3 and ELVIS. The software 
was, as ELVIS, developed by Fresenius Netcare. 

SLS is subordinate SAP R/3, and ELVIS and performs assignments that are created in ELVIS. 
The assignments are either transport assignments or picking assignments. A transport 
assignment consists of the registration and confirmation of a pallet movement. A picking 
assignment consists of the separation of material on a pallet into two separate pallets. The 
SLS system uses a scanner-technique to facilitate the handling of the assignments. Within the 
Uppsala plant, one scanner and one SLS terminal are mounted on a forklift within the high 
rack warehouse.  The second SLS scanner is a handheld device located in the collation area. 
When SLS has performed the assignment, the SLS system sends this information to ELVIS 
which updates the inventory. 

The communication with the forklift and its mounted SLS terminal and the SLS handheld 
scanner are enabled via a wireless local area network (LAN). No wireless LAN exists in the 
production department, but measurements show that the existing wireless LAN in the storage 
department also reaches the temperate and cool storages (Johansson 2006). The SLS 
communicates with ELVIS via online transference with the help of remote function call 
(RFC). (Functional Specification [2], Functional Specification [6], Functional Specification 
[1]) 

4.1.3 Transport control system for automatic guided vehicles
FOX is a transport control system, controlling four automatic guided vehicles (AGV) within 
the Uppsala plant. The task of the FOX system is to transport loads from one predetermined 
location to another. The locations are referred to as pick-up and deposit stations (P/D 
stations). The system is based on radio frequency that sends out signals to the AGVs and 
guide wires that are the tracks in the floor tracks that the AGVs follow. (FOX [1])

The FOX Win2003 system consists of four modules or units, which are:

• Xplorer-FOX User Interface. Module for operators to interface with the system
• AMH- Alarm and Message Handler. Module for handling alarm and messages
• AOS- AGV Order System. Module with functions for the assignment handling
•        ATS-   AGV Traffic System. Module that handles the traffic and station control

The FOX system is delivered by the supplier Swisslog and has been running since 1997. It 
was updated in autumn 2005 when a new server, server program and user interface were 
implemented. (Sundström 2006) 

FOX is designed to operate as a stand-alone system without communication to higher levels 
of control systems. The FOX system is therefore separated from both SAP R/3, ELVIS, SLS 
and the conveyor system. Furthermore, both Öhrman (2006) and Sundström (2006) mention 
that the updated FOX system supports an extension of the communication between FOX and 
other systems. Communication reporting takes place from FOX to SLS, involving telegram 
messages being sent between the two systems. 
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4.1.4 Conveyor system
The Conveyor system can be divided into different areas due to its extensive use within the 
Uppsala plant. The conveyor system area of interest in this thesis is the transporting of 
incoming and outgoing goods to and from the high rack warehouse. This conveyor area, and a 
conveyor area handling the stacking of finished goods, belongs to the storage department. In 
addition, other conveyor areas belong to the production department. Even though the original 
supplier of the conveyor system, DUNN systems, is not involved in the system any longer, the 
system has been updated continuously since it was first implemented in 1997. 

The interface between the user and the conveyor system and the user and the FOX system is a 
PC with a screen, mouse and keyboard. Above that the operators have a panel, located within 
the collation area for controlling and steering the system. (Functional Specification [5]) 
(Sjöström 2006 and Höglund)

4.1 Process view
The processes within the storage department and the production department have been 
mapped in flowcharts. The processes described have been chosen because they would be the 
processes primarily affected by a possible implementation of the SLS system. With the help 
of the mapping, an understanding of today’s processes, including its strengths and its 
weaknesses, has been given. For further understanding of the processes and each description 
below, see the flowcharts in appendices 9-21. 

Process of goods receiving to GM from external supplier (Appendix 9)
The incoming goods are manually checked against a delivery note and are manually registered 
in the WMS ELVIS. After registration of the goods, the goods are taken to the different local
storages. 

Process of pallet placing in RUM (Appendix 10)
Material is transported from the goods received area to the high rack warehouse. This process 
is supported by the conveyor system. In addition to the conveyor system, the ELVIS system 
and the SLS system are included in the process. 

Process of ordering material from RUM to PROD (Appendix 11)
This process is mainly performed in the ELVIS system, but an informal order procedure7, has 
also been noticed. The informal procedure runs parallel with the formal process. Out of all 
orders from operators in the production department 5,3 percent were found to be performed 
with the informal procedure, as reported by Melén (2006).

Step 1: Process of picking material from RUM to conveyor system (Appendix 12)
The process of pallet movements from the high rack warehouse to the production department 
is performed in a single and/or multi-step transport. The first step is similar for all goods and 
orders but the second step differs. This step is the process of picking material from RUM to 
the conveyor system and it is supported by the SLS system communicating with ELVIS. 
Furthermore, the conveyor system is an important factor when the pallet has reached the 
conveyor lane. A scanner on the conveyor lane is supposed to scan the upper bar code on the 
pallet; a bar code indicating on which conveyor lane the pallet are suppose to be transported. 
Unfortunately this function has not worked in recent months, and the operators have to decide 
the path for a pallet manually via a computer terminal. The path depends on whether pallets 

                                                
7 An informal routine/process/procedure means that an order is not performed via the ELVIS order routine
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are ordered as whole pallets or with less quantity than whole pallets. If a pallet consist of a 
material that sometimes is ordered in less quantity than a whole pallet, the bar code indicates 
that the pallets have to be transported via the collation area, whereas pallets ordered as whole 
pallets are transported on the other outgoing conveyor lane. 

Step 2: Process of transporting material through collation area (Appendix 14)
The second step is handled by the SLS. When a pallet has been placed on the conveyor lanes 
and scanned by the conveyor scanner, only the SLS system knows where exactly the pallet is. 
This is because ELVIS does not handle section orders. Furthermore the operator handles the 
manual interface to the conveyor system by pressing different buttons on the side of the 
conveyor lane when a certain pallet is to be moved.

When a pallet that is not ordered in whole quantity reaches the collation area, the picking 
process starts. The picking process involves whole pallets being separated and divided into 
two pallets or when hygienic pallet replaces wooden pallet. Hygienic pallet is compulsory for 
pallets that are taken into locker room.

Step 2: Process of transporting material through conveyor system (Appendix 13)
Pallets ordered in whole pallets need no picking procedure in the collation area and are 
directed to the other outgoing lane. The operator presses a button in the collation area to make
the conveyor system move the pallet to the conveyor pick-up station. 

A final confirmation of the pallet location is performed by SLS in both varieties of step 2, in
which SLS transmits a transport confirmation for this pallet to ELVIS. ELVIS posts the stock 
of this trading unit in the destination bin. 

Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: material from Brunna (Appendix 15)
When goods are received from Brunna, the operators in the storage department make a 
manual pallet movement in ELVIS. The manual transaction moves the pallet from the goods 
received area to temperate storage or cool storage. The ELVIS system automatically gives the 
pallet a storage bin location. 

Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: material from PROD (Appendix 16)
If the goods are received from the production department, in this case the SVP production 
line, three parallel processes have been observed. The formal process entails that the operators 
within the SVP production line perform a manual pallet movement in ELVIS before they 
transport a pallet to the storage department. The system automatically moves the pallet and 
places it in a storage bin. Furthermore, the storage operators manually have to look up the 
storage bin in ELVIS.  

The first informal process involves pallets being transported to storage before being registered 
as moved in ELVIS. Either storage operators let the pallet stay somewhere in storage until 
operators from the SVP production line perform a pallet movement (this can take up to a day),
or storage operators perform the pallet movement themselves in ELVIS. The second informal 
process involves pallet being delivered to the storage department and storage operators 
placing the pallet on an available bin in the temperate or cool storages without looking up the 
proper storage bin in the system. 

Process- ordering material from TEMP and KYL to PROD (Appendix 17)
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When ordering material from temperate storage and cool storage, two parallel processes have 
been identified. The formal ordering process is when an order is performed via ELVIS. The 
informal process is when operators from the SVP production line telephone the storage 
department and describe what pallet they need, and storage operators perform the ordering 
and pallet picking. The KPI for material flow between the temperate and cool storages to the 
production department shows that out of 202 pallets ordered from temperate storage to 
production, 57 were not ordered via ELVIS, which is 28.2 percent of all pallets. The same 
trend can be seen for orders from the cool storage. Out of 319 orders made, 137 were not 
made via ELVIS, that is, 42.9 percent. The KPIs also indicate that the informal process has
not decreased during the spring of 2006; rather they follow the total material flow from the 
local storages to the production department. (Melén 2006) 

Process of moving material from TEMP/KYL to PROD (Appendix 18)
When an order is placed for material in the temperate or cool storages, the storage department 
receives a picking list on a printer. When the operators in the storage department have time 
and have discovered the picking list the physical picking for the concerned local storage take 
place. Furthermore the operators in the storage department manually confirm the pallet 
movement in ELVIS via a terminal. 

Process of transports with AGV (Appendix 19)
The operators from the storage department and the production department manually create 
transport assignments for the AGVs via operator dialogues displayed on FOX terminals in the 
Uppsala plant. Operators create assignments by specifying the pick-up station and the deposit 
station. Afterwards the AGV picks up the pallet and transports it to the destination.  

Process of receiving goods to PROD; Filling department (Appendix 20)
One operator located outside the production cleanliness zone receives ordered pallets and 
manually confirm that the right pallet has been delivered. The operator moves the pallet from 
the AGV bin and places it in a rack. The AGV bin is also confirmed as available. The locker 
room operator performs the process of taking material into the cleanliness zone. 

Process of moving pallet from the locker room to production line (Appendix 21)
Operators from the production lines take material from the locker room into the production 
cleanliness zone. The material is stored in boxes. Either each item is labeled with the proper 
package label or the box is labeled, which means that the operators either bring the batch 
protocol when picking up the material or they write it down on an external paper sheet. 

4.2 Organisation view
For the situation analysis of the organizational view, focus is placed on the users who are 
linked to today’s processes. Furthermore, their role in the organization and their competence 
and education are discussed. 

4.2.1 Operators in the storage department
Within the storage department between two and three people are working in five shifts and 
another six people are working during the daytime on weekdays. In total 21 people are 
employed in the storage department. The main purpose of the storage operators are to 
guarantee that the right material in the right quantity and at the right time is delivered to the 
sub-departments within the production department. This duty is facilitated by the warehouse 
management system SAP R/3, ELVIS, and the SLS scanner technique, the conveyor system
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and the AGVs. Material orders are received by ELVIS and performed by the storage operators 
with the help of SLS, and thereafter a material transport with the AGVs is ordered. 

Most important of the systems is the WMS and all storage operators are trained in the SAP 
R/3 and ELVIS system, in what extend and what particular areas differ depending on the 
work task. Two people within the storage department are trained as superusers8 (Sjöberg 
2006). Almost all operators are trained in the SLS system and two are trained as superusers. 
All employees in the storage department are officially trained as superusers of the FOX
system. Furthermore, most operators are familiar with the conveyor system, its functions and 
its deficiencies. When the conveyor system was implemented some operators were trained in 
it, but since then most knowledge has been gained by years of experience. (Åberg 2006)

4.2.2 Operators within the filling department
Within the filling department between six and eight people are working on each shift and on 
each LVP- production line. That means about 50 people per shift and 250 people in total. The 
operators are working in five shifts. The filling operators ensure that bags are continuously 
being filled, and they provide the machines with new packaging material and other material 
needed for the production of finished products. All material that is taken into a production line 
is manually mapped in a batch protocol. All changes of material are also mapped in logbooks 
and the package label for the specific material used is placed in close proximity to where the 
material is consumed. When the batch is finished all consumed material is calculated and 
mapped in the batch protocol. This procedure is supposed to be standardized and 
straightforward but the routines differ between the lines and the shifts.(Westergren and
Bergwall 2006)      

4.2.3 Locker room operator in the production department
One operator from the filling department is appointed as the first operator and one is 
appointed as a reserve. One of these two operators is responsible for ordering material from 
the storage department and transportation of material through the locker room into the
cleanliness zone or filling department. This person is called the locker room operator and he 
or she provides material to all eight production lines within the filling department. 

Material is ordered by the locker room operator according to a production schedule. The 
production schedule is an Excel sheet prepared by the production planner. According to 
approved routines the operators in the filling department are supposed to telephone the locker 
room operator when they are out of a certain materials and before a certain material is to be 
transported into zone. The telephone call is a formal process for the filling operators to verify 
that the locker room operator has not forgotten their delivery or that he or she is not late with 
the process of moving material into the cleanliness zone. This is to ensure that production is 
not stopped due to lack of material; unfortunately this routine is not followed by all 
production lines. (Bergwall and LVP production operator 2006)

The locker room operators order material from the storage department via ELVIS and 
manually verify that the right material has arrived to the locker room area. This is performed 
differently between the locker room operators. For that reason the locker room operators have 
SAP R/3 and ELVIS training and they also have FOX training. (LVP production operator 
2006)

                                                
8 A superuser is a person with an extensive knowledge of a certain computer system
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4.2.4 SVP operators within the production department
On the SVP production line the operators work in two shifts, but to provide the market with 
finished products many operators have been working overtime during the autumn of 2006. 
About five operators also work as substitutes and as nightshift operators. Overall 35 people 
are employed on the SVP production line, and about 10 people are needed on each shift to
keep the refinery process going. Sometimes operators from other production lines help the 
SVP production line when they are undermanned. (SVP production operator 2006)

No particular person is assigned to perform the ordering of pallets from the temperate and 
cool storages or to register pallets that are to be stored in the two local storages. Instead, any 
operator that has the SAP R/3 ELVIS training performs these processes. Representatives from
the SVP production line indicate that some people only have training in ordering material 
from the local storages and not in registering material into them. They also mention that some 
shifts do not have any SAP R/3 ELVIS trained operators at all. Furthermore, the 
representatives mention the lack of FOX-trained operators as an issue. In total four people are 
trained in the AGVs within the SVP department, but for some shifts this competence is not 
covered. This means that if an AGV stops, it takes time until an operator has restarted the 
AGV and got it on track. Particularly if operators from the storage department have to be 
called in, the procedure takes time. According to documentary 17 people have SAP education 
and 8 have FOX education, but the numbers are approximately due to rapid staff turnover 
(SVP production operator and Sundström 2006 ) 

When booking consumed material, the SVP department follows the same manual process as 
the other production lines. 

4.2.5 Production preparer
Three people work as production preparers for the production in the filling LVP department 
and two people work as production preparers in the SVP department. They prepare production 
schedules. A production schedule contains information about all material that is included in a 
production batch. When a batch within a production line is finished, the production preparer
receives the batch protocol from the filling or SVP operator. They book the consumption and 
connect the ordered material from the storage department to the consumption reported in the 
batch protocol. Finally, they update the inventory. 

It is in the step of consumption booking that manual mistakes are discovered. Westerholm 
(2006) explains that some production lines sometimes consume more material than is 
possible. Another example is when two different articles with different batch numbers are 
mixed up and one article with the wrong batch number is written on the batch protocol. Also 
the final manual counting of non-consumed material can involve human error resulting in 
counting failures. The rate of failure has also been higher on certain shifts and production 
lines. 

In other plants within the Fresenius AG group, the SLS system is connected to consumption 
booking for production orders and the inventory is updated automatically as it is consumed. 
At some plants this function has been further developed to automatically replenish material to 
local production storages. The material is automatically replenished via transport orders and
the way material is ordered via the SLS system in high rack warehouse in the Uppsala plant. 
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These orders are either initiated from production orders that are linked to SLS or via Kanban9.  
(Graf 2006)

A production preparer has SAP R/3 ELVIS as well as SAP R/3 PP education. (Åberg 2006)

4.2.6 Maintenance staff at Uppsala plant
In total 15 people are handling the maintenance of computer systems and machines in the
entire Uppsala plant. They are working in five shifts with three people on each shift. 
Representatives from the maintenance group mention that their priority is always supporting
the production department and then supporting the storage department. This is due to the fact 
that the ongoing production of filling bags and ampoules is the top priority for the whole 
plant. The lowest on the priority list is the conveyor system. (Sjöström and Höglund 2006)

Fresenius Kabi’s own IT support, Fresenius Netcare, is a detached part of Fresenius AG. In 
Sweden, Netcare is located in Uppsala and is responsible for all IT support and maintenance 
within the Uppsala and Brunna plants. Four to five people handle activities within SAP 3/R 
and out of these people one is specialized on ELVIS. No particular person is trained in SLS 
support, but one Netcare employee has been assigned to this area, and one employee
responsible for projects at the Uppsala plant has been assigned to the SLS system.
Furthermore, expertise on the SLS system is found within the Fresenius group in Germany. 

Four times a year one service employee from the AGV supplier performs service on the four 
AGVs. Beyond that, Fresenius Kabi AB had software support its first years but due to high 
costs and low use, this support has vanished. Fresenius Netcare today performs easier 
software programming and problem seeking. 

4.3 Information view
This chapter presents how information is captured and transferred between different computer 
systems, users and departments within Fresenius Kabi. In the flowcharts, refer to appendices 
9-21, the information related to the different processes is also illustrated. As an introduction to 
the information view, the structure of the material and the warehouse master data is described.

Warehouse master data 
Warehouse master data contains information about the warehouse structure and 
predetermined transport routes for the different materials. This master data is created, changed 
and deleted in the ELVIS system. The warehouse master data that is involved in the delivery 
to and from the high rack warehouse is also downloaded to the SLS system. Without the 
warehouse master data in both ELVIS and SLS, the transfer of material between local 
storages and departments would not be possible. (Functional Specification [7]) 

                                                
9 Kanban is a system for production steering that automatically orders material when the 
inventory within a local storage has reached a certain level.
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Figure 6 - The hierarchical warehouse structure at the Uppsala plant.

Warehouse number
The warehouse structure at the Uppsala plant follows a hierarchical structure starting with a 
warehouse number. A warehouse number constitutes the highest physical level in the system 
warehouse structure, and it indicates where in Fresenius AG we are located. The abbreviation 
FSK5 is assigned to the Uppsala plant and all its departments and local storages. 

Warehouse type 
Beneath the warehouse number in the warehouse structure, including different storage types, 
both physical and non-physical. In Uppsala RUM (the high rack warehouse) and TEMP (the 
temperate storage) are two physical storage types. (Appendix 1) They exist in the computer 
system as well as in the storage department as physical warehouses. BUFC and BUFP are 
non-physical storage types as they only exist in the WMS ELVIS. (Appendix 2) BUFC and 
BUFP enable the movement of materials from the high rack warehouse to the production 
department. (Functional Specification [1])

Storage sections
The next level in the warehouse structure is the different storage sections. Materials with 
similar requirements can be stored in the same sections. A section fulfills particular 
requirements such as height and weight. 

Storage bins and warehouse zones
The lowest level in the warehouse structure is the storage bins that is particular positions 
within the warehouse type where pallets can be stored. Depending on what kind of bin it is, 
different capacity calculations and examinations are linked to the bin. The bins can also be 
grouped in warehouse zones, depending on where they geographically are located in the local 
storage. These zones are particularly used to optimize the route of the forklift within the the
high rack warehouse.  (Functional Specification [1])

Section orders for SLS
The process of pallet movements from the high rack warehouse to the production department 
is performed in single and/or multi-step transports. If the operator who requested the order 
can reach the to-bin (destination) directly it is a single step transport. If the operator cannot 
reach the to-bin directly it is a multi-step transport. The single-step transport contains one 
SLS section order. The multi-step transport contains two SLS section orders. The transport 
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routes are created in the SLS system, and ELVIS is not informed about section orders or 
transport orders. (Functional specification [3])  

4.3.1 Warehouse structure in the temperate storage
The temperate storage or TEMP, as it is called in ELVIS, contains 108 physical storage bins. 
The bins are all located in racks and are separated in three different storage sections. 
Furthermore, two more sections are created to facilitate the handling of material within the 
local storage. (Table 1)  

Table 1 - Warehouse structure in the temperate storage, described in ELVIS terms. 

Warehouse type Storage section Storage bin
TEMP TEM1 Rack position 1-43

TEM2 Rack position 44-64
TEM3 Rack position 65-108
GOLV TEMP GOLV
GEN UMLAUF

The three first storage sections in ELVIS relate to physical pallet bins within the temperate 
storage. The fourth one, TEMP GOLV, relates to physical floor space. TEMP GOLV is an 
open storage or mixed storage bin with no occupancy restrictions, which means that the bin 
neither has a pallet limit or a restriction to mix different pallets. Normally, according to good 
manufacturing practice, pallets carrying different materials or different batches are not 
allowed to be stored at the same bin, and only one pallet is allowed to be stored in each bin.
The other physical bins therefore have a limit of one pallet per storage bin. In reality the 
storage bin TEMP GOLV does have a space limitation

The fifth storage section includes the bin UMLAUF. This is the storage bin for picked trading 
unit numbers in transfer from the temperate storage to another destination. ELVIS creates 
UMLAUF in all local storages that handle picking processes. The bin is temporary and fictive 
for the pallet during the picking process. 

The master data for the storage structure shows that the trading unit numbers for each pallet 
are supposed to be deleted the moment the pallet enters the temperate storage. Furthermore, 
trading unit numbers are needed when placing an order in ELVIS. A new temporary trading 
unit number is therefore created by the system and placed in the virtual bin UMLAUF before 
it once again is deleted when the pallet enters the production department.

4.3.2 Warehouse structure in cool storage
The cool storage, or KYL as it is called in ELVIS, contains 69 physical storage bins located in 
racks. In ELVIS the storage bins are linked to the storage section shown in table 2. The two 
first storage sections relate to physical pallet bins within the local storage. The third storage 
section contains the open storage or the mixed storage bin, KYL GOLV. The fourth storage 
sections relate to the storage bin UMLAUF

Table 1 - Warehouse structure in the cool storage, described in ELVIS terms

Warehouse type Storage section Storage bin

KYL KYL1 1-44

KYL2 45-69
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GOLV KYL GOLV

GEN UMLAUF

4.3.3 Warehouse structure of collation area and the conveyor system
In ELVIS, the collation area is called COLL, and the area is treated as a warehouse type, but it 
is not linked to a physical local storage. COLL includes two storage sections and bins. One 
storage section, COLL1 is an open storage or a mixed storage where rearrangements of pallets 
are performed, the other storage section is linked to the storage bin UMLAUF. (Table 3)

Table 2 - Warehouse structure in the collation area, described in ELVIS terms

Warehouse type Storage section Storage bin Linked AGV-bins
COLL COLL1 OMPACKNING 2

GEN UMLAUF
BUFC BUFC BUFC 1

GEN UMLAUF
BUFP BUFP BUFP

BUFC and BUFP are virtual bins only existing in the ELVIS system. BUFC is an open 
storage or a mixed storage bin. All pallets taken out of the high rack via the collation area and 
the conveyor system are transported via BUFC.

The conveyor system lanes that transport the system handle Euro pallet10 but not Sea pallet11. 
Apart from this size restriction the conveyor system and the surrounding building design 
result in a height and weight restriction. Therefore pallets carrying the raw material glucose, 
and a certain cardboard cannot be transported on the conveyor lanes. These pallets are instead 
transferred from the high rack warehouse via the warehouse type BUFP. 

A KPI report (Melén 2006) shows that for all pallet withdrawals from the high rack 
warehouse about 10 percent is handled within the collation area and is exposed to a picking 
process. Furthermore, 86 percent are withdrawn from the high rack warehouse as whole 
pallets via either the collation area or via the other outgoing conveyor lane, and 4 percent is 
withdrawn via BUFP. 

4.3.4 Warehouse structure in the production department- filling department
In ELVIS, the production department is seen as a warehouse type including seven storage 
sections and 11 storage bins. Each storage section relates to a sub-department within the 
production department, and each storage bin relates to a physical or a virtual local storage 
within the corresponding sub-department. All storage bins within warehouse type PROD are 
open storage or mixed storage bins with no occupancy restrictions. (Table 4)

Table 4 - Warehouse structure in the production department, described in ELVIS terms. The 
storage sections and storage bins of interest in this thesis are highlighted.

Warehouse type Storage section Storage bin Linked AGV-bins
PROD PP PP

BERE BEREDNING 2

                                                
10 12*8*1,44 decimeter 
11 12*10*1,44 decimeter
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LVPF FYLLN.GEME 6
KLICHE 1CB
KLICHE 3CB
FÖRRÅDKLIC
KLICH.FMCB

LVPP PACKLINA 12
SVPF FYLLN.SVP 4
SVPP PACKL.SVP 2
SVPS SYNING SVP

The sub-department, low-volume package lines (LVP) are divided into two storage sections, 
LVP filling (LVPF) and LVP packaging (LVPP). LVP filling is divided in five storage bins. 
The storage bin of interest for this thesis is FYLLN.GEME or general called, filling. Filling 
comprises the physical area outside and inside the cleanliness zone of production lines. The 
area inside contains an area with multi-rack storage for consumption material. The area 
outside contains a rack with 12 bins for shorter storage times. The area also contains six AGV 
bins for the pick-up and deposit of material.

The small-volume package line (SVP) is divided in three storage sections, SVP filling 
(SVPF), SVP packaging (SVPP) and SVP inspection (SVPS). The area contains a rack with 
10 bins for shorter storage, and within the cleanliness zone of the production lines a couple of 
other storage areas are available. Six AGV bins are allocated for the SVP department. 

As within the temperate and the cool storages, the master data for the storage structure shows 
that the trading unit numbers for each pallet are supposed to be deleted in the moment the 
pallet enters the warehouse type PROD. Instead, the department is handling the information 
given on the package label. 

Material master data
Material master data is information about where in the storage department a particular 
material is supposed to be stored and how the material must be stored. The material master 
data includes, for example, material description, weight, a batch requirement indicator and 
requirements for the storage temperature. Without the material master data, a material cannot 
be handled by ELVIS, or by the user, though none of them know the requirements for the 
material concerned. A base of master data is created, changed and deleted in SAP Material 
Master, and Material master data relevant to the warehouse management area is automatically 
transferred into ELVIS. More specific master data must be created for each level of the
ELVIS warehouse structure where a particular material exists. (Functional specification [1])

Information transferred via the ELVIS system
Most information that is used and transferred in the processes within the storage and 
production departments is handled by the WMS ELVIS system, which is the interface most 
operators face when performing their daily operative processes. The information that most 
users interface and exchange in ELVIS is:

 Warehouse type
 Article number
 Batch number
 Quantity
 Storage bin.
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Elvis supports its processes by communicating with the SLS system.

Information transferred via the SLS system
The scanner technique is used as an identification system that passes information along to 
ELVIS and receives assignments back. SLS receives information from ELVIS about a pallet 
by scanning the pallet trading unit number. The information showed on the scanner display is:

 Trading unit number
 From destination
 To destination
 Article number
 Batch number
 Quantity on pallet
 PSK- Package size key
 Quality status
 Description of material
 Section bin
 Order number

Furthermore, the SLS system performs assignments in different steps. While the assignment is 
performed the SLS system continually sends confirmations about the performed steps to 
ELVIS. If the whole assignment is not fulfilled, ELVIS records the pallet as placed where it 
was placed after the last confirmed step.    

Information transferred via the FOX system
The FOX system does not carry any information about the pallet that the AGVs are 
transporting. The only information the FOX system knows about is:

 The picking- and the deposit positions 
 The order number of a transport assignment. 

Information transferred via the conveyor system
The conveyor system does not carry any information about the pallet it is transporting. The 
only information the conveyor system captures and carries is:

 The existence of a pallet on the conveyor lane
 The location of a pallet on the conveyor
 The chosen transportation path on the conveyor lane for the pallet

Information transferred via printer machine
Some information is transferred via printer machines or fax machines. Due to a setting in the 
ELVIS master data, certain processes performed by the operators automatically result in a 
printout at a particular printer. These are:

 Picking list for the temperate and the cool storages
 Package label
 Trading unit number and letter barcode
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Information transferred via logbooks and batch protocol
Information mapped in logbook is mainly a manual process performed parallel with computer 
based processes. Therefore the information is not only transferred via these paper documents 
but the documents are compared with the computer transactions. Graf (2006), working at the 
Production and Technology Division at Fresenius Kabi Germany, stated the minimizing of 
this manual capturing of data was one of the main reasons  for implementing the SLS system
within the production department. The manual transferring of data via logbooks and batch 
protocols are:

 Registration in logbook of material movement from the temperate and the cool 
storages

 Registration in logbook of material movement into locker room
 Registration of consumed material in a batch protocol within the production lines

Information transferred via telephone 
Some information is transferred via telephone. Some telephone calls are formal because they 
are the only way of performing a process. Other telephone calls are informal and they are 
sometimes performed instead of, or in parallel to, a formal computer-supported process or 
parallel.

Formal manual processes 
 The production department ordering cardboard boxes for garbage from the storage 

department 
 The production department ordering grey boxes for disposals from the storage 

department 
 The production department ordering revision work from the storage department
 The cleanliness zone informing the locker room operator that a certain material is 

needed.

Informal manual processes
 The production department ordering material from the high rack warehouse, the

temperate or the cool storages.

Information transferred via human interactions
Some information is transferred via direct contact between humans. It is mainly in relation to 
informal routines.
  

 Communication between the locker room operator and cleanliness zone operator about 
the material taken into the cleanliness zone.

Layout of the package label
Barcodes and labels facilitate the capturing of information and the transferring of information 
between different computer systems and different departments. When goods arrive to the
goods received area at the Uppsala plant, the goods have a label with the article number and 
the batch number of the supplier. (Figure 7) The goods are manually marked with a second 
label, called the package label. The package label from Fresenius Kabi includes:

 Description of material
 A Fresenius Kabi batch number 
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 A Fresenius Kabi article number

        

Figure 7- Package label

The pallets received from Brunna are already labelled with the Fresenius Kabis standardized 
package label.

Layout of the trading unit number and the letter barcode
All pallets that go into the high rack warehouse also get a label placed on the pallet with a 
unique trading unit number and a letter barcode (Figure 8) indicating what path on the 
outgoing conveyor lane the pallet is to be transported when taken out of the high rack 
warehouse.(Appendix  2) As long as pallets belong to the same batch from the supplier all 
pallets are identical and it does not matter which trading unit number is placed on which 
pallet. The operators however, stress the importance of knowing which trading unit number
belongs to a unique pallet that is not a whole pallet. (Storage operator 2006)

        

Figure 8 - The trading unit number- and the letter- barcode.

Layout of the bin label and the bin barcode
Each bin within the high rack warehouse and in the temperate and the cool storages is labelled 
with a bin label and a bin barcode. The bin label contains the warehouse type, a separator and 
the unique bin (Figure 9), information that the operator can read. The bin barcode contains 
the same information but it is only readable by the scanner. (Figure 10)  The scanner is set up 
to add a control character at the end of a scanned bar code. (Functional specification[3] )

Figure 9 - Information of the bin label   
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Figure 10 - The bin barcode

4.4 Key performance indicator
By using the performed study of key performance indicators, an understanding has been 
formed of the material flows and the interaction and relation between the storage and the 
production departments. The KPI results are illustrated in two figures given in figure 11 and 
12. 

Figure 11 - Material flow through the goods received area within the storage department

The numbers given in the schemes represent a mean value of the weekly pallet flows and, for 
the material concerning the label store and the label quarantine, of the material movements. 
The mean values are calculated from the January 16, 2006, to the July 21, 2006. Incoming 
material are not exactly the same amount as outgoing material from the goods received area. 
This is because pallets of material are sometimes reloaded and divided within the goods 
received area and the returns are not always whole pallets. 

Figure 11 illustrates the incoming and outgoing material to and from the goods received area 
within the storage department. The largest amount of incoming material is from external and 
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internal suppliers. This material is placed in the goods received area while the material is 
prepared for further storage within the different local storages. Some material is transported to 
the production department straight away.  

Figure 12 - Material flow through the production department 

Figure 12 illustrates the incoming and outgoing material to and from the production 
department. The main incoming material flow is from the high rack warehouse either via the
collation area or via another outgoing conveyor lane. The largest outgoing material flow is to 
Brunna and a local storage for finished goods. Returns include are material that has not been 
used for any reason or semi-finished goods from the SVP production line that are restored 
within the storage department.

IN addition, the KPI representing the two largest material flows are presented below, the 
material flow from the high rack warehouse to production department and the KPI for 
finished goods.(Figure 13, 14) Finally, the KPI representing the material flows from the
temperate and the cool storages to the production department is presented in figure 15. 
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Figure 13 - Weekly material flow from the high rack warehouse to the production department.

Figure 14 - Weekly material flow of finished goods.
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Figure 15 - Weekly material flow from the temperate and the cool storages to the production 
department. 

Inventory in the temperate storage and the cool storage
The future of the concerned local storages and their inventory is also of interest in this thesis. 
If any constraints change drastically, today’s situation analysis might be out of date. For this 
reason, the budgeted production of material requiring in the temperate storage and the cool 
storage are further investigated and described below. 

Within the temperate storage the semi-finished good Soluvit is stored as well as Diprivan and 
Propofol. Diprivan is not produced for Fresenius Kabi’s own production but for Astra Zeneca. 
Helge (2006) and Westerlund (2006) mentioned that Soluvit nowadays does not have to be 
stored in a temperate storage and therefore can be stored in the high rack warehouse. 
However, whether Soluvit is going to be stored in the temperate storage or not has not been 
decided by the Quality department12. The budgeted production of material for 2007 that will 
be stored in the temperate storage is presented in table 5. 

Table 5 - Pallets/month stored in the temperate storage

Pallets/month
Minimum pallets in 
storage

Maximum pallets in 
storage

Mean pallets in 
storage

Soluvit 0 0 0
Diprivan 0 50 25
Propofol 1 3 2
Total 1 53 27

The future of the production of Diprivan for Astra Zeneca is approximately budgeted and 
amounts to, as the table indicates, between 0 to 50 pallets each month. (Helge and Westerlund 
2006)

                                                
12 At the 16th of November 2006
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Stored in the cool storage are pallets of raw material, the semi-finished good Vitalipid, oil and 
pallets of project batches13 are stored. As table 6 shows, Oil and Vitalipid comprise the largest 
amount of pallets and therefore must be closely considered when analyzing future production. 
(Helge and Westerlund)

Table 6 - Pallets/month stored in the cool storage

Pallets/month
Minimum pallets 
in storage

Maximum pallets 
in storage

Mean pallets 
in storage

Vitalipid 36 55 46
STG oil/later SMOF oil 13 33 23
Olive oil 1 6 4
Fish oil 1 4 3
Test/projects 5 5 5
Total 56 103 81

Furthermore, the oil pallets and the pallets of Vitalipid are stored in the cool storage for three 
to four weeks before they are taken out for inspection. However, the inspection often falls
behind schedule for both products and pallets tend to stay in the cool storage for more than 
three to four weeks. (Östberg and Helge and Westerlund 2006)

What should also be mentioned is that from the second quarter of 2007, the handling of STG 
oil in drums is going to decrease as the drums will be replaced by a tank. Therefore, table 6
will be slightly changed. Östberg, however, stated that a new product, SMOF14, which is 
handled in drums, will be introduced on a small scale at the same time. This will result in 
approximately the same quantity of SMOF drums, replacing the STG drums stored in the cool 
storage. (Östberg 2006)

4.5 Comparative analysis of time and motion for affected 
processes

In this chapter the result of the time and motion study is presented. Two time spans were 
compared and the physical location and the logical location of the pallets in the temperate and 
the cool storages have been mapped. For further description and the received data, refer to
Appendix 7. 

4.5.1 High rack warehouse statistics
Time to order found 
To calculate the mean time it takes for the operator in storage to start processing an order, 
May and September were chosen as reference months. Table 7 shows the result. The mean 
time from an order being made to the start of its processing in the high rack warehouse is 35 
minutes. 

Table 7 - Data received from SLS on the processes within the high rack warehouse.

Mean time to order found in 
high rack

Mean withdrawal time from 
high rack to BUFC

00:35:08 00:00:50

                                                
13 Project batches = test batches for future products
14 SMOF= Soy-oil, MCT-oil (medium chain tri glycerine), olive-oil, fish-oil 
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Picking procedure- first and second section order
As has been described earlier in the thesis, the transportation from the high rack to the 
production department is divided into two section orders in SLS. The first section order is the 
time it takes to pick the pallet from the high rack warehouse and transport it to BUFC. This 
process takes less than a minute. (Table 7 )

The second section order is the time span for the picking assignment within the collation area. 
The statistics for all picking orders completed with a transport are showed in figure 16.

Figure 16 - Time span for picking assignments in Collation area

Some extreme peaks are illustrated in the dataset, peaks that indicate that an assignment has 
taken e.g. more than three days to fulfil. By handling all assignments that takes more than 1 
hour as outliers and eliminating them from our dataset we obtain a better view of the rest of 
the assignments. (Figure 17) We may also obtain a more correct view of how long the picking 
procedure in general takes. 
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Figure 17 - Picking time in the collation area. Orders processed longer than 1 hour are 
eliminated

Table 8 - Picking time in the collation area, comprising all pickings from January to 
November 2006.

Jan- Nov. high rack warehouse All assignments included
Assignments processed under one
hour

Mean picking time in the
collation area 00:13:55 00:01:43
Assignments processed for 
longer than one hour. 
(Percentage out of total 
assignments)15 0 (0  percent) 45 ( 3,0  percent)

The statistics show that the mean picking time for the second section order in the high rack is 
13 minutes and 55 seconds. By regarding all assignments that take more than one hour as very 
unusual and eliminating them from our dataset, we may obtain a more accurate view of how 
long the picking procedure in general takes. The mean picking time is 1 minute and 43 
seconds. (Table 8) As figure 17 indicates some picking assignments still take up to 20 minutes 
and even more than 30 minutes.

By adding the time span for the first section order with the time span for the second section 
order we get an indication of the total picking process time in the high rack warehouse is. 
(Table 9) The mean value for the picking process in high rack warehouse for all assignments 
performed under one hour is 00:02:33.16

Table 9 - Mean time span for the picking process in the high rack warehouse

                                                
15 Number of pallets out of the total amount of 1.517 pallets.
16 (First section order)  00:00:50 + (second section order) 00:01:43 = (total picking time) 00:02:33 
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Mean time for first section 
order

Mean time for second 
section order

Total mean process time 
in high rack warehouse

00:00:50 00:01:43 00:02:33

4.5.2 Temperate storage and cool storage
Time to order found
The time from performing an order and finding it and start of the picking process is in the 
temperate storage a mean of 01:54:00 and in the cools storage a mean of 01:36:00. The 
diagrams (18 and 19) for the time and motion study though show that the time span differs 
between 00:28:00 and 03:54:00. 

Figure 18 - Data from the time and motion study in the temperate storage
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Figure 19 - Data from the time and motion study in the cool storage  

Time for picking procedure
The picking time span in the temperate storage is shown in figure 18 and differs between 
00:03:00 and 00:10:00. The mean picking time span is 00:06:00. The picking time within the
cool storage is shown in figure 19 and this data indicates that the situation in the cool storage
differs from the situation in the temperate storage. The mean picking time span is 00:17:00,
and the time span differ between 00:07:00 and 00:27:00 minutes. (Table 10) Because the 
picking time in the temperate and the cool storages refers to either one to four pallets or one to 
seven boxes, comparing the picking time to that of the withdrawal of single pallets in the high 
rack warehouse is not optimal, but it gives an indication of the workload of picking items 
from the temperate and cools storages. 

Table 10 Summary of time and motion study in the temperate storage and cool storage

Local storage
Mean time untill 
order is found Mean picking time

Maximum picking 
time

Minimum picking 
time

Cool storage 01:36:00 00:17:00 00:27:00 00:07:00 
Temperate storage 01:50:42 00:05:42 00:10:00 00:03:00 

Location of pallets
In the temperate storage the ELVIS system indicated that all pallets were located in the rack, 
that the physical location was also the rack, and that the precise storage bin for all pallets was
correct. In the cool storage, on the other hand, only 76 percent of the pallets where located at
the given location and only 35 percent of the boxes. Out of 25 pallets taken from the cool 
storage, 14 pallets where physically located in the rack and 11 where located on the floor. 
That is, 56 percent were on the rack, and 44 percent were on the floor.

In High rack, no exact number of the location of pallets have been found, but sometimes a 
storage bin turns out to be empty even though the system indicates that the bin contains a 
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certain pallet. Åberg (2006) estimate that this situation comes up a couple of times each week, 
approximately five times each week. That would be about 1,1 percent17 of all pallets taken out
from High rack warehouse. 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Analysis of the current situation
In this chapter, each view of the holistic framework is discussed as well as the results of the 
time and motion study and the comparative analysis. Moreover, the issues and problems that 
have occurred during the performance of the KPIs and the linked situation analysis are 
discussed.

5.1.1 Computer system view
The computer systems implemented at the Uppsala plant are either remnants from the start of 
production or were implemented at the beginning of 2006. Neither the conveyor system nor 
the FOX system is connected to the ERP system, the WMS system or the SLS system. Today 
the operator manually handles the interface to the:

 Conveyor system
 AGV system 
 SLS system

The interface to the conveyor system only involves pushing on a button to move the pallet 
forward. The ordering of an AGV involves a longer procedure. By automating the ordering of 
an AGV, fewer pallets would be ordered manually, and the workload for the operators would 
decrease. However, most transports are ordered from the terminal in the collation area, and 
the operators do not have to move to a certain computer terminal to perform the assignment. 
As it looks today, the operator can handle the manual interfaces between the three systems, 
but as the material flow increases this might become more difficult. For this reason, more 
automatic interfaces might be necessary in the future to maintain the streamlined material 
flow and to decrease the workload for the existing operators. 

The manual interfaces between the systems also demand concentration and structured 
processes both from the organization and particularly each operator; otherwise there is a risk 
that pallets are moved physically but not logically in the system. Unfortunately, the theory 
indicates that manual interfaces with no security systems, except the user, contribute to 
human errors no matter of how well processes are followed. Lindemann (2006) also states
that this is the major drawback with having unconnected systems. Moreover, he mentions that 
non-coupled systems limit the traceability of the pallets. For example, when the closure 
transport has been performed in the storage department, and the pallet is transported to the 
production department the pallet is logically already located in the production department but 
physically somewhere between the departments. However, as Åberg (2006) stresses, the 
production department and the locker room area in particular are small enough to avoid that in 
the normal case. The questions at the Uppsala plant are rather how often errors occur due to 
manual human interfaces between computer systems, and what impact they have on the 
ongoing production. 

                                                
17 5/ (total amount of pallets taken out from High rack warehouse =436) = 1,1 percent
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This question is answered in figure 16. The diagram clearly shows that a couple of picking 
assignments have been processed for longer time than others, two assignments even for more 
than one day. An assignment that takes more than 1 hour to proceed is most likely an 
assignment that has been sent to production department without any confirmation by the SLS 
within Collation area. Obviously forgotten confirmations occur, what though is positive is that 
most of the forgotten confirmations are revealed after a couple of hours. Only seven pallets 
are not revealed until half a day after or many days after the actual process and these pallets 
are probably forgotten during the weekend when no SLS-superuser goes into the system to 
clean up forgotten pallets. By handling all assignments taking more than 1 hour to fulfil as 
outliers and eliminating them from the dataset, a more correct view of the actual process time 
is given. Table 4-9 shows that 3 percent of all picking assignments analyzed fail to be 
processed properly, partly because of human errors. Some of the failing assignments can also 
be due to failing technique and lack in communication between the ELVIS-system and the 
SLS system. It has shown that this communication has not been working properly at all times.
However, because the dataset represent all picking assignments from January to November 
2006, 45 failing assignments cannot be seen as a major amount.   

The unconnected computer systems also differ in maintenance priority and rate of continual 
support. The older systems, such as the conveyor system and FOX system, do not have any 
proper internal continual maintenance or support, whereas the WMS ELVIS and the SLS 
system both have internal experts as well as external experts in Germany assigned to them.
(Höglund and Sjöström and Åberg 2006)  

5.1.2 Process view
Some processes within the Uppsala plant are performed differently from how they are 
planned to be performed, which Ljungberg et al (2001) states is common within parts of an 
organization. The KPIs and the situation analysis show that informal processes are performed 
in parallel with the formal computer supported processes. Out of all orders to the high rack 
warehouse, 5.3 percent are performed via informal processes. More remarkable, out of all 
orders to the temperate storage 28.2 percent are performed through informal routines, and out 
of all orders to the cool storage 42.9 percent are performed through informal routines. 
Because pallets sometimes have to be delivered instantly to the production department, the 
operators in the storage department sometimes move pallets through a manual pallet 
movement in ELVIS. Although this is an informal process that is unavoidable, it should not 
occur too frequently. The 5 percent of informally ordered pallets for the high rack warehouse
may be considered an acceptable percentage but 28.2 percent and 42.9 percent are very high
percentages. Comparing the three numbers shows that the order processes for material in the 
temperate and cool storages do not work properly.

According to Bhatt (2000), computer supports can eliminate duplicated processes and 
improve the processes overall. At the Uppsala plant, this is a possible solution to the problem, 
however, the duplicated processes should be eliminated before the computer support is 
implemented instead of after. If orders are not performed the formal way, via the ELVIS
system, the SLS system does not receive the order automatically and the possible advantages
of the SLS system will not be achieved. Therefore, the rate of manually ordered pallets has to 
decrease to the same rate as in the high rack warehouse, 5 percent, before the SLS system is 
implemented.  

Furthermore, when placing material from the production department into the temperate
storage and cool storages three parallel processes have been observed. As a result, when the 
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pallet physically arrives to the storage department for further storage in local storage, the 
pallet can still be logically located in the production department or the pallet may not exist in
the ELVIS system at all. Consequently, as with the order process, all pallet movements have 
to be registered in the ELVIS system instantaneously; otherwise the scanner technique does 
not receive an assignment properly and the operator cannot place the material in local storage 
automatically. The two informal processes have to be eliminated and to do that the formal 
processes have to be standard within the SVP production line. 

One reason for the different kinds of informal and formal processes in the high rack 
warehouse and the temperate and cool storages can be explained by the different operators 
performing the ordering in the three local storages. The only task of the locker room 
operators, who order material from the high rack warehouse, is to support the production lines 
with material. The locker room operators are trained in the ELVIS system and can perform 
both ordering and placing of material in different local storages. Within the SVP production 
line, on the other hand, the ordering and placing of material is not performed by a particular 
operator. This task is performed by any operator who has time at the moment and any 
operator who has the training to do it. Unfortunately some operators only know how to order 
material but not how to place material in local storage. The overall situation within the SVP 
production line is also affected by lack of staff, high staff turnover and a difference in 
knowledge and training between the shift teams. Temporary operators from other production 
lines or from external sites work without learning the proper processes or without the right 
training and experience. 

As a result, the differences occur between the local storages in the storage department. A way 
of managing the situation within the SVP production line and decreasing the high rate of 
informal manual processes is to start working more in the way the locker room operators 
work. By designating one or two operators on each shift to handle the process of ordering and 
placing material, these operators could be given the right training and the right understanding 
of the overall situation at the Uppsala plant. As the situation looks today, all SVP operators do 
not realize the importance of registering a pallet that is sent to the storage department straight 
away, or the importance of ordering material the formal way via the ELVIS system. 

Furthermore, all processes within the production department are still performed manually by 
the operator. These processes are manual mapping in logbooks and batch protocols of 
material movements and material registrations. These kinds of processes are not only subject 
to human writing mistakes, they are also time consuming for the operators, two factors that 
would be eliminated or decreased with a computer-supported tool. These processes are also 
constantly occurring which according to theory is another reason to have a process handled by 
computer systems. 

5.1.3 Organization view
Since the beginning of 2006 when five shifts were introduced the organization has changed. 
Since some shift workers have time off for up to nine days, it can be difficult to spread 
information among the co-workers. Changes like new processes are therefore unwieldy to 
implement in all departments.

The situation analysis shows that different shifts tend to create different processes within their 
daily work. This is not only obvious within the SVP production line, but also within the LVP 
production lines. Some shifts phone the locker room operator when they are running out of 
material while some shifts do not. Due to the difference in the failing rate when calculating 
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and mapping consumed material, this process also seems to differ between the shifts and the 
production lines. These differences and other human errors in batch protocols are discovered 
by the production preparer when the final consumption is booked to a certain production 
order. This is a process that sometimes is performed days after the actual batch is finished.
The longer time that has passed the more complicated it is to find where possible failures have
occurred. 

Within Fresenius Kabi AB integrating different functions and departments seems to be a 
problem. Operators from different sub-departments do not always have a proper picture of 
each other’s work and processes. For example, operators from the SVP production line were 
not aware that the picking procedure in the temperate and cool storages differed from the 
picking in the high rack warehouse. Furthermore, they were not aware of the importance of 
ordering material the formal way and registering material movements straight away. 
However, Bhatt (2000) mentions that with the help of computer support, not only can non-
value- adding processes be eliminated but in the extension an increasing collaboration among 
workgroup employees can be achieved. By achieving an increased collaboration or at least a 
higher understanding of other sub-departments, changes and new processes would be easier to 
motivate and implement in the plant and among operators. 

5.1.4 Information view
The most common information channel within the Uppsala plant is the formal information 
channel supported by the ELVIS system. The information in this system is exchanged 
between the production department and the storage department. The amount of information 
transferred is also relatively large, containing many numbers. This type of information 
exchange fulfils the two factors given in the theory for motivating a formalized, computer-
based information exchange. 

However, some information exchanged within the Uppsala plant that fulfils the two criteria 
for a formalized information channel is still performed manually via telephone and paper 
printouts. Information channels that the theory indicates are most common for unstructured 
and spontaneous information exchange. Even though some formal manual information 
exchanges presented in the information view chapter could be performed via a computer 
system, most primary is to eliminate the informal manual information exchanges performed 
parallel with formal computer-based processes. Due to an increasing organization with 
expanding production quantity and increased workforce a more formal and standardised 
information exchange is recommendable. 

Except lack in training mentioned above as a reason to the informal processes, another reason 
may be considered. Informal manual information channels probably also exist due to the fact 
that the ordering of material via telephone can be a way for the operators to immediately
receive a confirmation from a co-worker that the material is on its way. Ordering material via 
a computer system can seem less reliable, as no confirmation that the delivery has started or 
how long the delivery will take is received. In some cases a telephone call is performed as a 
security process even though information is already transferred via other information 
channels. As the theory indicates the informal processes in this case is much more flexible 
than formal processes and as are described under the process view (5.1.2) some informal 
processes are essential for the ongoing process.

If comparing the information view between the high rack warehouse and the temperate and 
cool storages many variables are the same. As in the high rack warehouse, bin barcodes
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already exists on each bin in the temperate and cool storages. The temperate and cool storages
are also constructed in the system after the same hierarchical warehouse structure described 
under the information view. The production department is constructed in the system after the 
same hierarchical warehouse structure, however, bin barcodes do not exist. There is a 
difference between the three local storages in the storage department and the production 
department as the production department is not a local storage in the same context. 

5.1.5 Key performance indicators
The KPI diagrams illustrated in the thesis (Figure 11, 12) are two of the most important KPIs
within the Uppsala plant because these material flows influence, and therefore indicate, how 
almost all the other KPIs have changed during the same period. The KPIs indicate that both 
the material flow from the high rack warehouse to the production department and the material 
flow of finished goods have increased during 2006. The growth is particularly evident after 
the summer vacation of 2006, during weeks 30 and 31. The KPIs indicate how the material 
flows have changed along the year and with that the workload for the operators in the certain 
areas within the Uppsala plant. Ignoring the overall increasing trend, the KPI for material 
flow from the high rack warehouse to the production department has a relatively stable 
weekly material flow, only fluctuating by about 200 pallets from one week to the other. 
‘Stable’ in this context has to be considered in relation to the capacity of the high rack 
warehouse, which is a total of 2,436 pallets. 

The KPI presenting the material flow to and from the temperate storage and cool storage
differ more from week to week. The pallet flow fluctuates be 36 pallets from one week to 
another, which is a considerable number in relation to the total storage capacity of 69 and 108 
pallet bins. This is because the material stored within these two local storages is not produced 
continuously or in certain cycles. 

The KPIs also shows that the largest material flows go between the goods received area to the 
high rack warehouse and the high rack warehouse to the production department. This 
comprises a pallet amount of approximately 435 pallets per week. Comparing this amount 
with the weekly pallet amount between the goods received area and the temperate and cool 
storages, and from the local storages to the production department, these local storages are 
involved in much lower material flows. The local storages in total only have a weekly pallet 
flow in both directions of approximately 20 pallets. 

5.1.6 Covering analysis in the temperate and cool storage
The KPI indicates that the material flow from and to the temperate and cool storages is more
unpredictable than any other material flow within the Uppsala plant. The unpredictable
production entails in that no weekly or daily trends can be noticed. Looking closer at the KPI 
for ingoing and outgoing material to and from the cool storage, figure 11 and figure 12 show 
that the mean weekly pallet flow to the cool storage is 14 pallets, but the mean weekly pallet 
flow out from the cool storage to production is only 12 pallets. This means that the inventory 
in the cool storage has constantly increased from week 3 to 29, that is, to approximately 50 
pallets in total. This is a significant amount in relation to the capacity of the storage, which is 
69 pallet bins.

To get an idea of how many pallets are actually stored in the temperate storage and cool 
storage, the KPI for incoming and outgoing material from the two storages were used for 
analyzing the fluctuations of inventory during 2006. The amount of pallets in the temperate 
storage during 2006 has been illustrated in a diagram. (Figure 20) The diagram shows the 
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difference between incoming and outgoing pallets to the temperate storage. At a maximum, 
67 pallets were stored in the temperate storage, but normally the inventory was between 20 
and 40 pallets. 

Figure 20 - Inventory fluctuations in the temperate storage. 

Due to the fact that the temperate storage has 108 storage bins, the inventory fluctuations 
during the year indicate that lack of space in the temperate storage is currently not an issue. 
The capacity of the local storage rather seems to be over-dimensioned for the current needs. 

As with the temperate storage, the inventory fluctuations in the cool storage were observed
(Figure 21). The diagram shows that inventory within the storage has increased during the 
spring and reached a peak during week 29 and 30 with 84 pallets, but normally the inventory 
was between 30 and 50 pallets.

Figure 21 - Inventory fluctuations in the cool storage. 
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The fluctuations in inventory during 2006 in relation to the capacity of the space in the cool 
storage indicate that lack of space is a problem in the cools storage. Neither the production of 
oil products or semi-finished goods is optimized after the storage capacity. The production is 
instead optimized by the production of batches. The unpredictable production complicates the 
calculations of the required cool storage capacity.

5.1.7 Comparative analysis
According to the time and motion study, the time span from when an order is made until when 
it is found clearly indicates that the order list for the high rack warehouse is more frequently 
checked than the printer where the picking list for the temperate and the cool storages is
printed. Furthermore, when comparing the mean picking times in the high rack warehouse, 
the temperate storage and the cool storage, the high rack warehouse is once again revealed to 
have the most effective handling. (Table 11) The difference in picking time between the high 
rack warehouse and the two local storages can be explained by the AIDC-system being used 
in the high rack warehouse and in the collation area, compared to, the manual handling used 
in the temperate storage and the cool storage. The manual mapping of pallet movements in a 
logbook and the manual registration of the pallet movement in ELVIS is time consuming.

More remarkable is the time difference between the picking process in the temperate storage
and cool storage. All parameters, except the pallet capacity of the storages, are identical in the 
cool storage and in the temperate storage, which means that the picking times should be 
approximately the same. The explanation why the picking time is approximately three times 
longer in the cool storage than in the temperate storage is that pallets tend to be placed on the 
wrong bin in the cool storage. The time and motion study also indicates a high rate of pallets 
being stored on the floor area in the cool storage. In the temperate storage, on the other hand,
no pallets are stored in the wrong bin and no pallets were stored on the floor.  

These differences are explained by the lack of space in the cool storage in relation to the 
amount of stored pallets. If there are no available pallet bins in the rack the pallets have to be 
stored on the floor. However, if pallets are on the floor, these must first be removed when 
picking pallets, in order to access the rack pallet. Thereafter, the pallets located on the floor 
once again have to be placed on the floor within the cool storage before the total picking 
process is completed. In conclusion, it is not the actual picking of the ordered pallet that is 
time consuming in the cool storage, nor is the mapping in the logbook and the manual 
registration more time consuming in the cool storage than in the temperate storage. Instead, it 
is the removing and replacing of all pallets that are located on the floor area that takes time
before and after picking the desired pallet.

Hypothetically both the cool storage and temperate storage have the possibility to decrease 
the time to when an order is found to the level of the high rack warehouse, that is, from 1.5 to
2 hours to approximately 30 minutes. Hypothetically the local storages also have the 
possibility to decrease their picking time to the level of the high rack warehouse, that is, from 
6 to 17 minutes to 1.5 to 2 minutes. To begin with, the temperate storage can achieve the 
same time spans simply by implementing an AIDC system, while the cool storage needs to 
attend to the lack of space first. When this has been done, both local storages have the 
capacity to decrease their picking times by approximately 4 minutes and 14 minutes 
respectively. Although some pallets need to be replaced on a hygienic pallet, and some pallets
from the high rack warehouse take more than 20 minutes to be picked in the collation area, 
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due to the need to separate certain pallets, the most common a picking process is between 1 
and 3 minutes. 

Table 11 - Time differences in processes between the high rack warehouse, temperate storage
and cool storage

Mean picking time in high rack 
warehouse

Mean picking time in temperate 
storage

Mean picking time in cool 
storage

00:02:33 00:05:42 00:17:00

Mean time until order is found in 
high rack warehouse

Mean time until order is found in 
temperate storage

Mean time until order is found 
in cool storage

00:35:08 01:50:42 01:36:00

By comparing the percentages of pallets located on the wrong storage bin in the high rack 
warehouse, temperate storage and cool storage, these percentages indicate that the most 
important factor for structure and order within a local storage is not to exceed the storage 
capacity. The second most important factor is to use a computer support system, like SLS, 
when picking and placing pallets in the local storage. The cool storage has less possibility to 
keep structure and order because neither the SLS system is implemented nor the amount of 
pallets stored are low enough.

5.2 Implementing SLS in the temperate storage and cool storage
A discussion follows below of the advantages and the disadvantages of implementing the SLS 
system in the temperate and the cool storages. Finally the changes arising following the 
possible implementation of the SLS system are discussed.

5.2.1 Advantages achieved by implementing SLS in the temperate and cool 
storages

Structure and order
A key reason for implementing the SLS system in the temperate and cool storages, is to 
improve the structure within the local storages and to facilitate the handling of incoming and 
outgoing pallets. Furthermore, Lumsden (1990) emphasizes that automatic data capturing of 
different kinds minimizes human errors. Today the picking and placing processes are handled 
mainly manually, which results in differences between the logical pallet amount in the system 
and the physical amount actually stored. Either a storage operator may forget to manually 
register a process or he or she may fail to map the process properly. Due to today’s time-
consuming and complicated processes some operators even do not bother to register a pallet 
movement properly. By eliminating and facilitating processes the handling of recognized and 
unrecognized pallet failures can be improved. 

Less paper handling
By implementing the SLS system many of the current manual formal routines would be 
eliminated, and therefore the processes would involve less paper handling. The picking list for 
orders in the temperate and cool storages would be eliminated as would the manual 
registration in logbooks.  

Time gain
An SLS-handheld scanner supports information capturing and information transferring 
between systems and users, for example, the printing process of a picking list and the manual 
confirmation of pallet placing and pallet withdrawals from the temperate and cool storages. 
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Also the time-consuming activity of going to a terminal to receive the location of a pallet that 
is to be stored in the temperate or cool storages is eliminated. Furthermore, the SLS system
automatically transfers information to ELVIS. This results in eliminated or facilitated 
processes that leads to time gained in processes. As van Dorp (2002) indicates the change 
from manual data capturing to automatic data capturing is less expensive in the long run, due 
to that less people having to work with data capturing and instead being able to perform other 
more valuable duties.

According to the performed comparative analysis, the picking process within the temperate 
storage would decrease by approximately three minutes if the SLS system was implemented 
within the local storages. The same time would be gained in the cool storage due to the AIDC 
system, if the lack of space in the local storage was taken care of. As a result of these actions, 
the cool storage would in total gain up to 15 minutes for each picking process.

Trained operators
Lumsden (1995) mentions lack of training in the new system among the users as an issue 
when implementing a new system support within the organization. This should not be an issue 
among the operators within the storage department. The operators are already familiar with
the scanner technique and they would only need a presentation of the new processes. No loss 
in productivity is therefore expected. Approximately no cost would be needed for training the 
storage operators.

Harmonizing the plant
By implementing the SLS system within the temperate storage and cool storages the computer 
systems within the storage department would become harmonized. Harmonizing data systems 
within a company has been shown to be an effective as a tool for facilitating data sharing and 
linking processes without demanding excessive time and human resources. 

5.2.2 Disadvantages with implementing SLS in the temperate and cool 
storages

Costs
Implementing the SLS system would entail both hardware and software costs. The expected 
costs are shown in table 12. Since the existing wireless LAN in the storage department seems 
to cover Temperate storage and Cool storage, no new access points are needed and no costly 
measurement of the wireless LAN reception coverage either. 

Table 12 - Costs related to the implementation of the SLS system in the temperate and cool 
storages.

Cause of cost
Cost 
SEK

Handheld 
scanner 24000
Access point 
implementation 0
LAN 
measurement 0
Configuration, 
cable work 9000
Bar code 
placing 5000
Label printer 0
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Total cost 38000

Sup-optimization 
The implementation would involve new work processes among the operators. For the 
operators in the storage department the new processes might involve smaller problems in the 
beginning, but in the long run they would streamline the linked processes.  

On the SVP production line some new routines are essential in order to achieve the possible 
advantages in the storage department. The SVP operators have to perform the orders within 
ELVIS, and they must immediately register a pallet that is sent to the storage department. 
However, this formal process might involve problems for SVP as all operators do not have 
enough ELVIS training and access. The new process might even sub-optimize their daily 
work due to lack of computer competence and we have as Storhagen (1995) warned, only 
focused on progress within one sub-department, the storage department. We have not seen the 
Uppsala plant from a complete holistic view. 

Small material flow
Despite the harmonization of computer systems within the storage department most material 
handling in the department is already handled by the SLS system. Comparing the weekly 
mean material flow from the high rack warehouse to the production department with the same 
material flow from the temperate and cool storages the KPI diagram (Figure 11, 12) shows a 
considerable quantity difference. Approximately 20 pallets a week are transported from the 
temperate and cool storages, and 340 pallets a week from the high rack warehouse. 20 pallets
is a small amount, and its affect on the workloads have to be considered. Is it necessary to 
include such a small quantity within the SLS system and the harmonization of the storage 
department? Are the benefits enough?

Lack of space
The time and motion study shows that the picking process in the cool storage is hindered due 
to the lack of space in the local storage. The lack of space has increased and seems to continue 
being a problem in 2007. Some processes within the local storage are extremely time
consuming, and the time and motion study shows that the time span is not only due to manual 
handling, but also because of the lack of space. When performing a picking and placing 
process, pallets that are standing on the floor first have to be moved by the operators. 

5.2.3 Changes if implementing SLS 
When looking at the changes that must be performed if implementing the SLS system in the 
temperate and cool storages, the conditions in these storages have been compared with the 
conditions in the high rack warehouse. 

System master data changes
Trading unit number
The SLS system demands trading unit numbers to scan and confirm a pallet movement. This 
means that the master data within ELVIS has to be changed so that the cool and temperate 
storages start handling these, and do not delete them when pallets are moved to the local 
storages.  

New storage bins
OMPACKNING
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The picking process from the temperate and cool storages will not always include whole 
pallets. A half pallet demands a certain picking process, which furthermore demands that the 
pallet is taken to a bin like the one that exists in the collation area, called OMPACKNING. 
When a pallet is located on this bin, the operator can perform a separate the pallet. Even 
though almost no materials within the temperate or cool storage need lift equipment when 
picking from a pallet or when replacing a wooden pallet with hygienic pallet, the picking 
process is conducted in collation area. Either a new area for these activities must be created 
closer to the temperate and cool storage, or the operator should transport the pallets to the 
existing collation area. 

NOK-bin
Also in the high rack warehouse is a bin called the NOK-bin. This is an open storage or mixed 
zone, and the bin is used when operators need to deposit a pallet on a virtual bin in the 
computer system. This is done, for example, when a pallet is to be placed on a pallet bin but 
the bin turns out to be occupied. The occupying pallet is then placed on a NOK-bin. This is a 
bin that should be created before implementing the SLS system.

Process changes
The following processes are suggestions of new processes supported by the SLS system. The 
processes are also described in flowcharts; refer to appendices 17, 22-24.

Process of ordering material from TEMP/KYL to PROD (Appendix 17)
Because the SLS system communicates with ELVIS and receives assignments from the 
subordinate system, the SLS system demands that pallets are ordered via ELVIS. If the SLS 
system is implemented, pallets have to be ordered via ELVIS only. If material is not ordered 
in this formal way, the operators in the storage department are not going to be able to gain the 
benefits of the SLS system. 

Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: Material from PROD (Appendix 22)
Operators in the SVP production line perform a pallet registration and a pallet movement 
before sending the pallet to the storage department. If this is not performed the operators 
within the storage department are most likely not going to achieve the expected benefits of the 
SLS system. When the pallet movement is performed in ELVIS a trading unit number is 
automatically printed on a label printer in the storage department (located in TEMP/KYL 
area).

When the pallet has been delivered to the storage department, the operators scan one of the 
trading unit numbers that has been printed. The information on the label is displayed on the 
handheld scanner. The operator locates the physical pallet and places the label on the pallet. 
Furthermore, the scanner display indicates where the pallet is going to be stored and the 
operator performs this movement. 

Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: Material from Brunna (Appendix 23)
Operators from the storage department perform a registration of an order. When the pallet 
movement is registered, ELVIS automatically prints the trading unit number on a printer in 
the TEMP/KYL area. The operator transports the pallet to this area, scans the trading unit 
number and confirms that the pallet is in agreement with the label. The label is placed on the 
pallet and the operator places the pallet on the indicated bin in the local storage. 

Process of moving material from TEMP/KYL to PROD (Appendix 24)
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The operators in the storage department receive a picking assignment via the handheld 
scanner. The scanner supports all steps in the picking process, and the final confirmation of a 
pallet movement does not have to be performed at a terminal.  

Organizational changes
The operators within the storage department would be affected by the SLS implementation,
but the operators within the SVP-production line would also be indirect affected as they must 
start using the formal ordering process. 

Informational changes
If the SLS system is implemented, no picking lists would be needed in the storage 
department. All required information about the order would instead be showed on the 
handheld scanner or on a computer terminal display. If the current picking list vanishes, a new 
indication that an order is performed by the production department is needed. By displaying 
the orders to the temperate and cool storages on the same computer picking list as the orders 
to the high rack warehouse, the operators would more frequently be reminded of these orders. 
The orders for the temperate and cool storages and the high rack warehouse would not be 
listed in a hierarchical form. By continually checking the order list for both the high rack 
warehouse and the temperate and cool storages, it would be possible to decrease the time 
when processing begins on an order within the temperate and cool storages to the level of the 
high rack warehouse.

Other changes
Expanding the cool storage
Before any SLS implementation takes place in the cool storage, the lack of space has to be
solved. As the situation is today, and as it looks for 2007, none of the expected advantages 
with the SLS are going to be achieved if the space issue is not solved first. Either fewer 
pallets should be placed in the cool storage or the cool storage must be expanded. The first 
option is not possible and therefore option two is the most reasonable one. 

The most optimal solution would be to build a new complementary cool storage within the 
Uppsala plant. This is, however, a big operation and due to lack of space in general within the 
Uppsala plant, a new cool storage would not be located in close contact with the old one. This 
is a drawback particularly if the SLS system is implemented and the handheld scanner is to be 
placed in the TEMP/KYL area. Another option is to take one section from the temperate 
storage and rebuild it into a cool storage. Due to the fact that the temperate storage is not 
filled more than 60 percent at the most, and the cool storage are filled up to 90 percent and 
some weeks more than 100 percent, the temperate storage has a higher capacity than needed. 
Furthermore, the warehouse structure shows that the temperate storage is separated in three 
storage sections with three entrances. This facilitates a rebuilding of one of the temperate 
sections into a cool section. A rebuilding would increase the cool storage by 44 pallet bins 
and decrease the temperate storage with the same amount. As a result, the temperate storage
would contain 64 pallet bins, which means that the temperate storage would be filled to 83 
percent if the storage contains the maximum of the expected pallets for 2007. Cool storage
would be filled to 93 percent, if the storage contains the maximum of the expected pallets for 
2007. 

The rebuilding of a temperate section into a cool section is related to different costs. An 
estimation of the costs has been made with the help of the responsible for the buildings at the 
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Uppsala plant and with the help of supplier of radiators and cool walls. The costs are shown in 
table 13. 

Table 13 - Costs related to rebuilding of the temperate storage into cool storage.

Cause of cost Cost SEK More information

KI-panel 86000
Panel for dim: 5170 
x 7500 x 5000 mm

Sprinkler 5000
Ventilation 30000
Lighting, electricity work 30000 2 working days
Work with front door 10000 2 working days
Cooler machine18 0
Tourniquet19 0
Movement of tourniquet, 
cost of material 15000 2 working days
Rearrange condensation-
cable 10000
Total cost 186000

5.3 Implementing SLS in the production department
A discussion follows below of the advantages and disadvantages of implementing the SLS 
system in different steps in the production department. Finally, the changes involved if the
implementing the SLS system are discussed. 

5.3.1 Advantages achieved by implementing SLS in the production 
department

Improved traceability
The main reason for implementing the SLS system in the production department is to improve 
the traceability of the material sent from the storage department to the production department. 
Currently, a storage operator confirms material as sent to the production department, in spite 
of the fact that the locker room operator has not yet received the material. The locker room 
operator manually controls that the right material and the right amount have been delivered. 
The area outside the locker room is also seen as one of Wall’s defined CCPs, and for this 
reason it is a critical area for maintenance of the traceability. By using a scanner technique 
both outside and inside the locker room area, there would be more assurance that two CCPs 
would be safer fulfilled. By confirming a pallet in locker room area instead of in the storage 
department the pallet is located in a BUFF-bin when being transported between the 
departments. This improves the traceability of pallets if it turns out that the pallet has 
disappeared on its way from the storage department to the production department.

Less manual capturing of data 
Human errors complicate the closure of batches20 and the booking of material21 within 
Fresenius Kabi. As the theory indicates, automatic capturing of data renders it possible 
automatically update confirmed material, which would be performed in “real time”. If using 

                                                
18 The existing cooler machine has the capacity for cooling also the new section within Cool storage.
19 The existing two tourniquets have the capacity for cooling the new section within Cool storage.
20 The end of a production batch 
21 The process when ordered material is linked to consumed material
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the SLS system this procedure would be performed simultaneous as the material is used, and 
less human errors would occur at least due to manual capturing of data. 

Harmonizing the plant
By implementing the SLS system within the production department the whole refinery 
process would be more organized and the processes in the storage department and the 
production department would be harmonized. Harmonizing departments in a plant has been 
shown to enable more shared views within the organization and to broaden employees’ 
awareness of each other. 

5.3.2 Disadvantages with implementing SLS in the production department
Costs
Implementing the SLS system in the production department would entail more costs than an 
implementation in the storage department. In the production department the operators would 
need training in the new scanner technique. Also loss of productivity is to be expected within 
each production line at the start of the implementation. Furthermore, no wireless LAN exists
in the production department, nor have any costly measurements been performed of where 
access points would be needed. Moreover, wireless LAN might have a negative impact on
some production equipment, an issue that has to be investigated further. Furthermore, the 
hardware costs would be larger for an implementation in the production department than for 
an implementation in the storage department. Some of the expected costs are shown in table 
14 but the cost table has to be complemented. 

Table 14 - Costs related to the implementation of the SLS system within the production 
department. 

Sub-optimization
Working processes would change if the SLS system is implemented in the production 
department. Depending on how the implementation is performed, the implementation would 
either facilitate or complicate work for the operators. If manual processes are performed 
parallel with the new automatic processes, the work processes would be sub-optimized for the 
department. However, the advantages with the SLS system in one department might exceed 
the disadvantages in another department, and by looking at the work processes from a holistic 
view the improvements might exceed the impairments in certain sub-departments. An 
example would be that even if the processes in the production lines are sub-optimized, the 
benefits of automatic data capturing for the production preparer might exceed the 
disadvantages of any impairments. 

                                                
22 Price for one handheld-scanner. 

Cause of cost Cost SEK
Handheld scanner 22 24000
Training of operators ?

Configuration, cable work 9000
LAN measurements ?
LAN interference on 
equipment ?
Access point implementation ?
Total Cost 33000
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Incomplete use of the system capacity 
At other plants within the Fresenius AG group, the SLS system renders it possible to
automatically requisition material. This is hypothetically possible also at the Uppsala plant, 
and this function would decrease the workload for the production planner a great deal. 
However, as the decided production schedule for the Uppsala plant usually changes a couple 
of times at the last moment, automatic consumption posting and Kanban, in particular, would 
probably be difficult to handle in the Uppsala plant. This means that the benefits and capacity 
of the SLS system would not be completely used within the Uppsala plant.

Remaining human errors
Depending on how the implementation is performed, some failures occurring within the final 
booking procedure might not be eliminated by implementing automatic data capturing. Some 
might remain, and the most obvious ones are:

 Forgotten change of package label within the production line
 Wrong quantity of material manually typed in the SLS system
 Failing manual calculation of the right amount of returned material

5.3.3 Changes if implementing the SLS system  
The extent of an implementation in the production department has to be discussed when 
looking at the changes related to an implementation. How far into the refinery process of 
production department is it worth introducing the scanner technique, and what are the benefits 
compared to the drawbacks? In this chapter the changes are separated in two implementation 
steps. The steps are described as:

 Step 1: Implementing the SLS system to the locker room area. 
 Step 2: Implementing the SLS system within the process of taking material into the 

locker room and onto the production lines. This step involves connecting the SLS 
system to a production order

Step 1
System master data changes
Trading unit number
As in the temperate and cool storages, the concerned parts of the production department must 
start handling trading unit numbers. This means that the master data for the warehouse type
in, PROD in ELVIS has to be changed. By changing the master data in PROD all storage 
sections and bins within this warehouse type are going to be affected, and will start handling 
the trading unit numbers. 

A new function within the SLS system supporting copying of trading unit numbers must also 
be implemented. A copy of the trading unit number is needed when a hygienic pallet replaces 
a wooden pallet. 

New storage sections within ELVIS
If trading unit numbers are to be used in the production department, the section bin UMLAUF 
will be eliminated and replaced by a new virtual BUFF bin. Either the existing BUFP is used 
or a new virtual bin is created. The virtual bin is included in a new transportation route from 
the end of the conveyor system, the temperate and cool storages to a bin in the production 
department. This BUFF bin would also be used when the production department sends pallets 
to the storage department. 
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New section orders and transport routes within the SLS system
A pallet movement from a local storage in the storage department to the production 
department is performed in multi-step transports. Because of this, one more section order is 
needed if the SLS system is to be implemented in the production department. When a pallet is 
confirmed as removed from the high rack warehouse, the temperate or the cool storage the 
first section order is completed and the pallet is placed in a BUFF bin. Thereafter the second 
section order is created in the SLS system. This section order is not completed until the pallet 
is physically delivered to the production department. The locker room operator confirms the 
transport and the second section order by scanning the trading unit number with a handheld 
scanner. The SLS system sends the confirmation of the assignment to ELVIS and ELVIS 
posts the pallet to its destination.

Process changes
If the SLS system is implemented in the production department, new daily working processes
must be introduced among both the storage and production operators, refer to appendices 25-
27.

Process of separating pallets and replacing wooden pallets with hygienic pallets (Appendix 
25)
The process of separating a whole pallet into two pallets and the process of replacing wooden 
pallets with hygienic pallets would change. The mother pallet stays in the high rack 
warehouse, the temperate or the cool storage and keeps the trading unit number. A new 
trading unit number and a new label are printed automatically by ELVIS, a label that is 
placed on the pallet that is transported to the production department. 

Process of receiving goods to PROD, Filling dep. and SVP production line (Appendix 26)
Step 1 of the SLS implementation in the production department would involve automatic 
confirmation by a handheld scanner, of delivered material by the locker room operator. 

Organizational changes
If the SLS system is introduced into Step 1, primarily, operators within the storage department 
would be affected. For that reason almost no additional training in the system would be 
needed. The two locker room operators on each shift would also be affected, and they would 
need training in the scanner technique. 

Informational changes
The change in the informational view would be that the two locker room operators confirm 
delivered pallets automatically with a handheld scanner instead of confirming the deliveries 
manually without registering the delivery in ELVIS. 

Step 2
System master data changes 
Instead of handling trading unit numbers, the SLS system and the ELVIS system must start 
handling article numbers and batch numbers, in other words, the information on the package 
label. Instead of handling whole pallets, the production department starts handling parts of 
pallets or pieces. This change of going from handling trading unit numbers to handling article 
number and batch numbers has been solved in other plants within the Fresenius Kabi AG 
group. However, the manner in which the system master data specifically has been changed 
must be further investigated.
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Process changes
Process of taking goods into the cleanliness zone: Filling dep. (Appendix 27)
Material is delivered into the locker room and cleanliness zone the same way as before the 
SLS implementation. The difference is that the manual mapping of the material in the locker 
room logbook is performed automatically with a handheld scanner. 

Organizational changes
As it looks today, all operators in each production line pick up material from the storage
boxes inside the cleanliness zone. This process involves 6-7 people on each production line 
on each shift. If the SLS system is implemented in Step 2, preferably one or two people on 
each production line and each shift would be responsible for the picking of material. This 
would decrease the number of operators who need to be trained on the SLS system. 

Informational changes
The formal manual mapping process within logbooks and batch protocol vanish and are 
replaced by automatic capturing with handheld scanners. Parallel with automatic handling 
some information might still be handled manually.

Further investigation of an implementation in Step 2 
In order to give an accurate picture of the advantages compared with the disadvantages of an 
SLS implementation in the production department, the two steps of an implementation must
be further investigated, particularly Step 2. This investigation must investigate:  

 If the LAN would interfere with the production equipment within the production lines
 How the system master data are changes in SLS and ELVIS to start handling part of 

pallets and pieces. 
 The exact procedure of registering incoming material to each production line and to 

certain batches within the cleanliness zone
 Where and when the registration of material is performed? Within each production 

line or in the local storage area within the cleanliness zone? When the material is taken 
into the production line or when it is consumed?

 Would any information still be handled manually? What kind of information?

5.4 Connecting systems
A discussion follows below of the advantages and disadvantages of connecting systems and 
building automatic interfaces to systems. The systems are the conveyor system, the FOX
system and the SLS system. Finally, some changes involved if the system are connected are 
discussed. 

5.4.1 Advantages achieved by connecting systems
Fewer manual system interfaces
By connecting systems fewer interfaces would be performed manually by the user. Depending 
on what system interface it is, time gain would be possible by connecting systems, which
would lower the workload for the operators. A decreasing workload makes a future extension 
of the material flow possible. The manual interface to the conveyor system is not time 
consuming for the operators because it only involves pressing a button in the collation area to 
move a certain pallet forward. An automatic interface to the AGV system could possibly 
involve larger time gains. 
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Fewer differences between logical and physical pallet locations
Due to manual interfaces between systems, the operator is responsible for ensuring that a
pallet is transported to the right bin from the conveyor or to the right deposit bin in the 
production department.  The main problem that arises is that it is possible to transport a pallet 
to a conveyor pick-up bin or even to the production department, even though the pallet has 
not been processed properly in the SLS system. This human error would not be possible, and 
fewer differences between logical and physical pallet locations would occur by developing an 
automatic interface between the systems involved.

However, the SLS statistics shows that the amount of pallets that fail to be handled properly 
within the collation area are relatively low. Pallets that take more than one hour to process are 
only 3 percent or 45 pallets of the total amount of 1517 pallets. Figure 16 and 17 might also 
indicate a falling trend which means that the failing assignments have decreased along the 
year.

Improved traceability
If the systems are connected, it is possible that traceability would be improved, because it 
would always be possible to know exactly where a pallet is located. Due to the automatic 
interfaces, less human errors would occur, which also improves traceability. 

5.4.2 Disadvantages with connecting systems
Costs
The cost of connection the systems has to be further investigated. However, in all connections 
the software changes are going to be more decisive than the hardware costs. 

Conveyor system not fulfilling all needs
The representatives from the maintenance group do not see as a drawback for connecting the 
systems that the conveyor system is old. Yet, there are other drawbacks and concerns related
to the age of the system. Even though many concerns about the system can easily be taken 
care of, problems such as torn photocells and scanners and the need for a new motor engine to 
the T-car, other problems play a greater role in the decision. The system, in comparison with 
the new conveyor systems, is slow and as the material flow increases the conveyor system
might become a bottleneck in the process of delivering material to the production department. 
The conveyor system at the Uppsala plant also does not handle all types of pallets, and the 
existing building limits some pallets from being transported on the conveyor system. The 
system has a weight and a size restriction. These restrictions in combination with the existing 
location of the conveyor lane results in that more than 4 percent of all pallet movements from 
the high rack go via BUFP. This contributes to a cross-material flow within the storage 
department. 

User and low maintenance priority
If the systems are connected and some of the current manual processes are automated, the 
operators would need more knowledge and understanding of the systems involved. When 
problems occur the operators must be able to either call for support or manage it themselves. 
Representatives from the maintenance group state that their priority is always supporting the 
production department and then supporting the storage department. Furthermore, the 
maintenance of the part of the conveyor system that is of interest is also low on the priority 
list. 
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5.4.3 Connecting the SLS system with FOX system
The conveyor system does not fulfil all of the current requirements of the storage department, 
and the system and the system has a low priority among the maintenance personnel. 
Furthermore, an automatic interface to the conveyor system is not expected to involve any 
major time gain for the operators. These are variables indicating that the conveyor system is 
not an area that is beneficial to invest in. The potential for the AGVs and the SLS system 
interface looks more promising. An automatic interface between these systems would not 
only decrease the manual creation of transport assignments, it would also ensure that a pallet
cannot be send to the production department without being properly processed within the 
storage department first. Even if the operators within the storage department manage to 
handle today’s interface when ordering AGV transports, this is an interface that would be 
valuable to eliminate in the long run due to the constantly increasing quantity of transports. 

Because access to the wireless LAN already exists within the collation area, but not all the 
way from the storage department to the production department, it would in this aspect be 
expensive to connect the SLS system with the FOX system by connecting SLS scanners to the 
AGVs. These scanners need constant contact with the network. Instead, by adapting the 
philosophy of Storhagen (1995), a more benefitial solution can be found in which the 
operators continue working as before only with small changes, keeping the current routine 
and only linking the SLS software with the FOX software. 

5.4.4 Changes if connecting SLS system with the FOX system
System master data changes
The system master data changes are going to be discussed only briefly due to its complexity,
and since this area must be further investigated if a decision is taken to connect the SLS 
system with the FOX-system. 

AGV master data
Radio communication
The communication between the FOX system and a superior system, in this case the SLS 
system, has to be performed via radio communication. To transfere data, telegram orders can 
be sent from FOX to the superior system, and vice versa.

ELVIS/SLS master data
New storage section within ELVIS
One new storage section would be needed within ELVIS. The storage section would be a 
BUFF bin. The BUFF bin relates to the three pick-up bins on the conveyor lanes. When a 
pallet is placed in the BUFF bin, a telegram order goes from the SLS system to the FOX 
system that an AGV should pick up a pallet at the pick-up bin. The SLS system also transfers 
information about where in the production department the pallet is going to be deposited.   

New section order within SLS
A new section order has to be created. This section order moves the pallet from the BUFF-bin 
to a bin in the production department. The transport from the storage department to the 
production department is a multi-step transport. 

Process changes
Process of transporting material with AGV from storage to PROD (Appendix 28) 
When the operator confirms a pallet on the outgoing conveyor lanes with the SLS handheld 
scanner for the last time, he or she automatically places the pallet in a BUFF bin. The SLS 
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system automatically sends a telegram to the FOX system stating that a transport assignment 
is to be performed and to what AGV bin in the production department the pallet is directed. 
An AGV drives to the pick-up bin, picks up the pallet and transports it to the AGV bin in the 
production department. 

Information changes
The operator would not manually type in an AGV bin for a certain pallet. This means that the 
operator does not need to remember or know where certain pallets are to be delivered. When 
the SLS system sends a telegram order to the FOX system the transport assignment is placed 
in the transport queue in the FOX system. 

Organizational changes
The operator in the storage department would not perform a manual transport request for all 
AGVs. This means less work for the operators. However, it would still be possible to perform 
manual transport requests. 

The more connections and technical links the storage department contains the more advanced 
the staff within the department must be. To be able to solve problems that might occur in their
daily work, operators have to understand the connections and the structure of the systems. 
Furthermore, a system administrator might be needed on each shift to be able to keep the 
daily processes ongoing.

6 Concluding Discussion and Suggestion
This chapter will deal with the final concluding discussion of the situation analysis at 
Fresenius Kabi AB. In relation to the hypothesis formed in the introduction of the thesis, the 
suggestions and possibilities for the future are presented.  

As has been stressed in the previous chapter the uneven capacity within the temperate and 
cool storages must be taken care of before other changes can be made. The lack of space 
within the cool storage eliminates the chances of reaching any expected advantages with the 
scanner technique within the cool storage. No structure or order would be possible as the 
situation looks today. It would also be impossible to achieve the expected time gain indicated 
by the conducted time and motion study. The lack of space is a bottleneck within the storage 
department and it has to be attended to regardless of whether the SLS system is implemented. 

When the lack of space has been taken care of an SLS implementation can be further 
discussed. A comparison of the given advantages and disadvantages with an SLS 
implementation in the temperate and cool storages indicates more advantages than 
disadvantages.

Advantages
- An improved structure and 

order
- Fewer process steps/ less 

paper handling 
- Fewer human/manual errors
- A decrease in process time
- Harmonizing the storage 

department 

Disadvantages
- Cost
- Sub-optimization
- Small material flow
- Uneven storage 

capacity.
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Figure 22 - Advantages and disadvantages with implementing the SLS system in the 
temperate and cool storages

By harmonizing the data systems within the storage department the data sharing and the 
working processes would be facilitated. The new process support system would not only 
eliminate paper handling and manual processes, which may result in less human errors, but 
also decrease the picking process time within the temperate storage and cool storage. The 
time gain would be approximately three minutes and within the cool storage up to 15 minutes. 
This means that approximately 3.5 hours would be saved per week only for the picking 
processes within Temperate- and Cool storage. The conducted time and motion study also 
indicate that the structure and order within the two local-storages would be expected to 
improve with an SLS implementation. 

Furthermore, the expected costs for the actual implementation are low since most equipment 
and components needed for it are already available in the plant. In fact, an implementation 
would render possible a more effective use of the existing SLS equipment and components. 
The implementation would also require that the operators within the SVP production line 
performed the formal processes instead of their own informal ones. This might sub-optimize
or at least make their daily work less flexible, but most likely increased ELVIS-training 
among the operators resulting in more formal processes, would facilitate the daily work for 
the SVP-operators in the long run. 

What also should be taken into consideration is the small amount of pallets that the local 
storages concerns. But due to the convincing advantages and benefits that the SLS system is 
expected to result in, these small material flows are not decisive for the decision. The SLS 
implementation within storage department is also a way of preparing for the future. The future 
of increased material flows and demands of harmonizing the computer systems within the 
whole Uppsala plant. 

A comparison of the advantages and the disadvantages with an implementation of the SLS 
system in the production department reveals that in this case the advantages do not outweigh
the disadvantages. The advantages with harmonizing the plant and lower the manual handling 
is as important as in the first case, but the cost for this implementation would be considerably 
higher. The costs would not only relate to the cost of equipment and components but also in 
relation to the loss of productivity and the cost for the training of operators. Moreover, if the 
total capacity of the SLS system is not used the advantages might not exceed the 
disadvantages due to the costs.

Figure 23 - Advantages and disadvantages with implementing the SLS system in the 
production department

Furthermore, the advantages proposed in this case have to be further investigated before a 
final decision of the SLS implementation is taken. It is particularly important to further 
investigate how Step 2 of the implementation in the production department would look. 

Advantages
- Improved traceability
- Fewer human/manual 

errors
- Harmonizing the plant 

Disadvantages
- Cost
- Incomplete use of the 

system capacity
- Remaining human errors
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The advantages and benefits of connecting any of the systems concerned are not 
overwhelming. The SLS statistics show that the number of pallets that are physically located 
on one place in the plant but logically in another is not as high as expected. Nor is the risk for 
mix-ups and lost traceability in the CCPs as high as expected. The main advantages that 
would be achieved by connecting the systems would instead be less manual interfaces and 
less time required for these interfaces for the operators. However, these advantages would not 
involve any major benefits for the operators as the situation looks today. On the other hand, 
what should be taken into account is the future workload for the operators. If the production 
quantity continues to increase, as it is currently doing, less manual interfaces might be 
necessary if the operators are to manage their workload. As a result, the connection of the 
systems might be the best solution in the future, even if it is not the best short-term solution. 

Figure 24 - Advantages and disadvantages with connecting the concerned computer systems. 

What this thesis clearly indicates is that the SLS system would facilitate the daily work for the 
operators in the storage department in particular and also for the operators in Step 1 of the 
implementation in the production department. In these steps the advantages also outnumbers 
the drawbacks. However the initial hypothesis can only partly be confirmed by the study. 
Time gain has been shown in the processes within Temperate- and Cools-storage so has the 
expected improved structure and order when implementing the SLS system. However, no 
time gain has been measured for the processes within the production department. Neither have 
the time gain for indirect affected processes been measured. These two areas cannot be 
measured until a further investigation of how an implementation of SLS in Step 2 exactly
would be performed, and if an implementation would have the potential to become beneficial 
at all.

7 Future Studies
Step 2 of the implementation in the production department has to be further investigated, 
possibly by analyzing the other two Fresenius AG plants where the SLS system has been 
implemented in the production department. By assessing the working processes in their
production lines, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and comparing the results with the 
same processes in the Uppsala plant, a deeper understanding of the potential advantages and 
disadvantages would be gained. 

An interesting future study would also be to investigate other options for AIDC systems at the 
Uppsala plant. As have been mentioned in the thesis, bar code is the most common 
identification system and also the cheapest but RFID technique is expected to get cheaper and
more common in the future. For this reason, it would be interesting to investigate the 
possibilities of implementing RFID as the AIDC system within the Uppsala plant instead of 
bar codes. Furthermore, comparing bar codes and RFID within the plant would be interesting. 

Advantages
- Less manual system interfaces
- Less difference between logical 

and physical pallet locations
- Improved traceability

Disadvantages
- Cost
- System that is not fulfilling all 

current needs
- Low maintenance priority
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Appendix 4 Production department- LVP filling department
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Appendix 7 Time and motion study data

Each column in the tables for the time-and-motion study relates to a certain step in the picking 
process. The columns are further described below:

Date- data when the order was performed by Production
Time of picking order arrival- time when the order was performed by Production and received    

on the printer in Storage. 
Start of picking process- time when picking starts. The moment when the door to the storage 

opens
End of picking process- time when picking finish. The moment when the pallet movement has 

been registered in ELVIS.
System pallet location- the storage bin the system indicate is the location for the pallet
Physical pallet location- the physical storage bin for the pallet. 

KYL Data

Date

Time of 
picking order 
arrival

Start of 
picking 
process

End of 
picking 
process

System 
pallet 
location

Physical 
pallet 
location

Amount of 
correct 
pallet/pieces 
location

Amount of 
pallet

Amount of 
pieces

1 2006-11-03 15:22 15:50 16:00 Golv Rack 0 2
2 2006-11-06 10:16 13:05 13:29 Golv Rack 0 1 5
3 2006-11-07 09:58 10:30 10:57 Rack Golv/Rack 1 4
4 2006-11-07 12:18 13:35 13:42 Golv Golv 4 4
5 2006-11-10 09:04 12:58 13:20 Golv Rack 0 6
6 2006-11-14 08:10 08:58 09:21 Golv Golv 1 1
7 2006-11-16 12:43 14:58 15:05 Golv Golv 8 1 7
8 2006-11-17 13:22 13:55 14:07 Rack Rack 4 4
9 2006-11-22 07:54 08:54 09:19 Rack Golv/Rack 4 6
10 2006-11-27 09:52 12:16 12:29 Rack Rack 4 4

TEMP Data

Date

Time of 
picking order 
arrival

Start of 
picking 
process

End of 
picking 
process

System 
pallet 
location

Physical 
pallet 
location

Amount of 
correct 
pallet/pieces 
location

Amount of 
pallet

Amount of 
pieces

1 2006-11-03 05:31 08:00 08:10Rack Rack 3 3
2 2006-11-07 13:31 13:45 13:51Rack Rack 3 3
3 2006-11-08 10:03 14:30 14:40Rack Rack 3 3
4 2006-11-10 09:20 12:48 12:56Rack Rack 3 3
5 2006-11-16 14:01 15:06 15:09Rack Rack 3 3
6 2006-11-16 14:44 15:53 15:56Rack Rack 2 2
7 2006-11-16 14:44 15:56 15:59Rack Rack 2 2
8 2006-12-13 08:10 09:47 09:55Rack Rack 4 4
9 2006-12-19 10:20 11:43 11:46Rack Rack 1 1

10 2007-01-11 11:20 12:43 12:46Rack Rack 2 2



Appendix 8 Abbreviations explanations

Warehouse
Physical pallet 
bins Description

Notation in ELVIS 
system

High rack/bay 
warehouse for storing 
pallets 2436

15-25 degrees. 
Handle trading 
unit number RUM

Cool storage. Rack 
warehouse for storing 
pallets 69

Cool area: 2-8 
degrees. Erase 
trading unit 
number KYL

Temperate storage. 
Rack warehouse for 
storing pallets 108

Cool area: 8-15 
degrees. Erase 
trading unit 
number TEMP

Collation area.    Picking area COLL

Freezer-storage.        
Rack warehouse for 
storing pallets Freezer area FRYF

Labelstore Storage for labels ETIK

Label quarantine

Storage for labels 
before released 
from Quality 
department ETKA

Goods receive area in 
storage

Area for incoming 
goods GM

BUFC. Bin that pallet 
goes via when pallet 
are taken out of RUM infinite Virtual bin BUFC

BUFP. Bin that 
particular pallet goes 
via whan taking out of 
RUM infinite Virtual bin BUFP

Aviseringsyta. Send 
area for finished goods

Area four 
outgoing goods AVS

Warehouse for 
Production-department

Erase the pallet 
trading unit 
number PROD



Fresenius Kabi AB

ELVIS/P12
QM/P11

Goods receiving from 
external supplier

Controlling incoming
goods,sign transport

document

.

Registry of delivery

Continue on flowchart “Process of pallet placing in RUM “

ELVIS/P12

Controlling incoming 
goods against delivery 
note/purchase order

Labelling  packages
and  pallets 

Process of goods receiving to GM from external supplier

Operators within
storage

Label  print outs of package 
label and trading unit number.

Automatic creation of Fresenius 
Kabis own batch umber

Amount of pallets

Delivery note/purchase order
•Delivery day

•Purchase number
•Article number

•Supplier batch number

•Article number
•Supplier batch  number

•Quantity
•Pallet bin chosen by ELVIS

due to created registered 
master data.

Package label includes

• article number

•Batch number

Trading unit 
numbers for 
each pallet

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Separate goods

Complaint

Perform the separation of
batches, perform the

complaint.

yes

no
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Fresenius Kabi AB

Continuing from flowchart
“Process of goods receiving to GM  from external supplier”

Identify trading unit
number by scanner on

forklift

Transport
to chosen pallet place

Chosen pallet place is 
shown on forklift terminal 

Identify & verify pallet place by scanning 
the bin bar code with scanner on fork lift. 

Pallet movement is mapped

PLC/7100

Operator place  pallets 
on an ingoing conveyor

Process of pallet placing in RUM

SLS

Bin empty

Place the pallet that occupy 
the bin on NOKbin and the 

proper pallet on the given bin

no

yes

Forklift terminal display:
•Trading unit number

•From destination
•To destination
•Article number
•Batch number

•Quantity on pallet
•PSK

•Q status
•Description of material

•Pallet bin

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Operators within
storage

Pallet to RUM via
conveyor system

ELVIS/P12

END

SLS ELVIS/P12
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of ordering material from RUM to PROD

Create an order in system 
after verifying need from

production 

Receive an order on 
SLS terminals

Informal
process

Formal 
process

Phone call from production to 
storage that a certain material and 

quantity is needed 

Procedure when storage 
performs a manual pallet

movement

Continue on flowchart “Process of picking 
material from RUM to Conveyor system”

Operators within
storage

Specifying:

•Article number

•Batch umber

•Quantity

Operators within
production

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

SLS

ELVIS/P12

ELVIS/P12

Specifying:

•Article number

•Batch umber

•Quantity

•Pallet bin

•Delivery bin

ELVIS/P12

Pick up the pallet from
storage bin and  transport

it to conveyor system

Transport the pallet
through conveyor system
to conveyor pick up bin

Continue on flowchart ”Process of 
transprtations with AGV”

Replace wooden
pallet. Separate 

goods

no

yes

Replace pallet and 
transport pallet to 

conveyor pick up bin

PLC/7100

PLC/7100
Continue on flowchart ”Process of 
transportations with AGV”
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Fresenius Kabi AB

Continue from flowchart ”Process of ordering
material from RUM to PROD”

Pressing a button on the 
forklift to receive an order 

on the SLS-display

Order information is 
displayed on forklift terminal, 

operator drives to pallet bin

The  pallet position is 
confirmed by scanning 
the trading unit number

Conveyor system scans the letter bar 
code on pallet,  to chose outgoing lane. 

Pallet exist

yes

PLC/7100

The pallet are placed in the
virtual bin BUFC

no

Letter bar code
indicates?

Whole
pallet =  G

Half pallet or 
change of pallet =E 

Continue on flowchart ”Process of 
transporting material through collation
area”

Process of picking material from RUM to Conveyor system

Choose error message “BinEmpty”
on terminal screen. A picking 
order is created within RUM

•Trading unit number

•Article number

•Batch number

•Pallet bin

•Description

Operators within
storage

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Create a new order. Se flowchart 
“Process of ordering material

from RUM to PROD. Investigate 
where the pallet is

SLS ELVIS/P12

SLS

Continue on flowchart ”Process of transporting 
material through conveyor system”

Pallet is picked and moved to 
conveyor system. Movement 
is confirmed by scanning the

trading unit number

SLS
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Fresenius Kabi AB

Operator presses button on
the conveyor control box

PLC/7100

Continue from flowchart ” Process of picking
material from RUM to conveyor system”

If letter barcode indicate G
The T-car takes the pallet 
and transport  the pallet 
to conveyor lane 7104B

Pallet reaches position 7104 B. 
Operator  scannes trading unit number

with handheld scanner

Pallet moves from BUFC to UMLAUF 
where trading unit number are erased. 

Pallet saldo moves to PROD

SLS

Operator receive the pallet information 
and a question to move the pallet from 

BUFC to PROD. Performs the operation

PLC/7100

Operator orders an AGV-
transport for the pallet and 
pallet is picked up by AGV

FOX

Pallet moves to conveyor
pick up bin

Process of transporting material through conveyor system

Continue on flowchart ” Process of 
transports with AGV from storage to 
ptorduction”

SLS ELVIS/P12

Operators within
storage

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser
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Fresenius Kabi AB

Letter bar code indicate E. 
Reload to hygienic pallet or  
picking of material subset. 

Operator receives information about the 
picking,  performs picking and 

confirms picking  with  the scanner

The T-car takes the pallet 
and transport  the pallet 

to collation area

Pallet reaches collation area 
Pallet is scanned by the 

handheld scanner 
SLS

Pallet is moved from OMPACKNING
to UMLAUF before being transferred to PROD. 

Trading unit number is erased in UMLAUF

Process of transporting material through Collation area

PLC/7100

ELVIS/P12

If necessary reload to
plastic pallet

SLS ELVIS/P12

Pallet stays in 
OMPACKNING before 

transported  back to RUM

SLS ELVIS/P12

FOX

Pallet is placed in bin 
OMPACKNING 

Operators within
storage

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser
Continue from flowchart ” Process of picking
material from RUM to conveyor system”

Confirm the picking and the pallet movement
from COLL to PROD by scanning bar 

code indicating the destination in PROD.

Operator orders an AGV-
transport for the pallet and 
pallet is picked up by AGV

Scan the trading unit for the 
mother pallet. Receive information 
and crates a transport back to RUM

Continue on flowchart ” Process of 
transports with AGV”
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: material from Brunna

Operators find the 
chosen pallet bin

Placing the pallet on 
chosen pallet place 

Perform a manual pallet 
movement and  place the
pallet  in the TEM/KYL ELVIS/P12

Bin empty

yes/no

Manual pallet movement
that specify:

• the article number,  
•batch number

•quantity
• chosen pallet place

Place pallet on empty bin and 
register the pallet movement 
in system. Investigate what 

pallet that stands wrong.

no

yes

Operators within
storage

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Goods receiving from 
Brunna order

Pallet is placed on 
GM: FSK4

Operators finds an empty
pallet bin and place the

pallet

Register the pallet 
movement in system

ELVIS/P12

Formal 
process

Formal 
process
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: material from PROD

Operators within
SVP production line

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Operators within
storage

ELVIS/P12

Manual pallet movement
that specify:

• the article number,  
•batch number

•quantity
• chosen pallet place

Perform a pallet
registration and a 
pallet movement

Place the pallet on an 
AGV-bin

Order an AGV- transport 
on a FOX terminal. FOX

Continue on flowchart ” Process of 
transports with AGV”

Formal 
process

Informal
process

Manual pallet movement
that specify:

• the article number,  
•batch number

•quantity
• chosen pallet place

ELVIS/P12
Perform a manual pallet
registration and a pallet

movement into TEMP/KYL

Operators find the 
chosen pallet bin

Placing the pallet on 
chosen pallet place 

Bin empty

yes/no

no

yes

No registration no 
confirmation of pallet bin

Place pallet on empty bin and 
register the pallet movement 
in system. Investigate what 

pallet that stands wrong.
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of ordering material from TEMP/KYL to PROD

Create an order in system 
after verifying

need for production 

Specifying:
• article number
•Batch umber

•Quantity
•Storage position 

Order is received on 
a printer in Storage

Picking list includes
Storage

Storage bin
Article number
¨Batch number
Quantity (unit)

Material description

Informal
process

Formal 
process 

Continuing on flowchart “Process of 
moving material from TEMP/KYL to PROD”

Telephone call from

production to Storage that 

a certain material and 

quantity is needed 

Operators within
storage

Operators within
production

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

ELVIS/P12

ELVIS/P12

Telephone call from

production to Storage that 

an order is performed

Not always
performed
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Fresenius Kabi AB

Operator picks up 
Picking list 
from printer

Confirm picking and
pallet movement

Transport info:
• Order number

•Pick up position
•Deposit position

Pallet is moved to 
UMLAUF before

further moved to PROD,
In UMLAUF trading 
unit number is erased

Process of moving material from TEMP/KYL to PROD

Continue on flowchart ”Process of 
transprtations with AGV”

Formal 
process 

Informal
process

Operators within
storage

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser
Continue from flowchart “Process of 
ordering material from TEMP/KYL”

Picking the ordered
material from the storages

ELVIS/P12

Pallet is moved with a 
manual pallet movement

Pallet is moved from 
TEMP/KYLstraight

to bin in PROD 
without passing 

UMLAUF

ELVIS/P12

Continue from flowchart “Process of 
ordering material from TEMP/KYL”

Replace wooden
pallet, Separete

goods

yes

no

Transport pallet to Collation
area and perform the replacement 

or the separation. 
Place mother pallet back  on the  

same storage bin

Operator orders an AGV-
transport for the pallet and 
pallet is picked up by AGV

Place pallet on AGV 
pick up bin

FOX

Manual pallet movement 
that specify:

• the article number,  
•batch number

•quantity
• chosen pallet place
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of transports with AGV

Receiving an AGV-
transport  with a pallet to 

an AGV deposit bin

The deposit bin is indicated 
as available for other 

departments within  the plant

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Continue from flowchart ending with an 
AGV transport.

Operators within
storage

AGV performs transport 
and deliver the pallet to 

given destination
FOX

Either operator take the pallet away 
from the AGV bin a.s.p or the bin

is used as a storage bin while 
the delivered material is consumed.

Taking the pallet away
from the AGV bin and 

confirm the bin as available
FOX

Operators within
production

FOX
The bin-status on the 

AGV-terminal changes 

END

Operators within
storage

Operators within
production
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of receiving goods to PROD; Filling department

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Operator within
Production; locker room

Batch number
Article number

Quantity

Verify that the right pallet  
has been delivered from 

Storage

Manually

Scan and copy the package
label in the label-copy

machine  

Production 
schedule

Removing the utter package 
material  before taking the

articles into zone.  

Log the material taken 
into zone in a logbook  

In logbook
•Date

•Product
•Batch number

•Article number 
•Start time

•Ending time
•Activity 

Remove the second package 
material inside the locker room. 
Label each inner package with

t he package label. 

Continue on the flowchart ”Process 
of taking goods into cleanliness zone”

Label scanner

Package label
Batch number
Article number

Manually
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of moving pallet from locker room to production line

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Operator within
Production; cleanliness 

zone

Continue from the flowchart ”Process of receiving
goods to Production: Filling department”

Place  the right material 
in  the right storage-box 
within cleanliness zone.

Take material from the 
storage-boxes into production

line.  Map the material 
movement in batch protocol

Map the final 
consumption 
of all material

Batch protocol

Manually
Package label
Batch number
Article number

Package label
Batch number
Article number

Manually

ManuallyBatch protocol

END

Operator hand over the Batch 
protocol to Production preparer 
where the consumption is 
calculated from Production Order
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: material from PROD

Receive pallet information and pallet
bin,located. Check that it is the

right  pallet. Place label on the pallet 

Placing the pallet on 
chosen pallet place and 
scan the bin bar code 

Pick up trading unit number
at the label-printer. .Scan the 
label with hand held scanner.

Bin empty

yes/no

Move pallet  to ELVIS 
bin; TEMP:bin or 

KYL:bin. 

no

yes

Operators within
storage

Operators within
production

Perform a goods receipt 
transaction of 

production order.

Pallet information
• Trading unit number

•From destination
•To destination
•Article number
•Batch number

•Quantity on pallet
•PSK

•Q status
•Description of material

•Pallet bin

SLS ELVIS/P12

Find the received 
pallet bin

Trading unit number 
and package label are
printed automatically 

on printer in 
TEMP/KYL-area

SLS ELVIS/P12Pallet movement 
registered in ELVIS

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

ELVIS/P12

END

Receive the pallet, remove
them from the AGV 

bin and confirm the bin 

Place the pallet on an 
AGV bin and order a
transport to Storage

FOX

FOX
AGV-bin
SVP/W/1
SVP/W2
SVP/W3
SVP/W4

Place the pallet that occupy 
the bin on NOKbin and the 

proper  pallet on the given bin
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of placing material in TEMP/KYL: material from Brunna

Perform a goods receipt
of purchase order

Pick up  trading unit number 
in the label-printer located in 

TEMP/KYL-area .Scan the label.

Pallet stands on ELVIS bin: GM;GM. 
Automatic placing of pallet in

TEMP/KYL in ELVIS

SLS ELVIS/P12

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

ELVIS/P12Operators within
storage

Trading unit number label is 
printed automatically on printer 

in Storage 

Receive pallet 
information. Check that 

it is the right  pallet. 

Placing the pallet on 
chosen pallet place and 
scan the bin bar code 

Bin empty

yes/no

no

yes

Pallet information
• Trading unit number

•From destination
•To destination
•Article number
•Batch number

•Quantity on pallet
•PSK

•Q status
•Description of material

•Pallet bin

Find the received 
pallet bin

SLS ELVIS/P12
Pallet movement 

registered in ELVIS

Label  the trading unit 
number on the right pallet 

END

Place the pallet that occupy 
the bin on NOKbin and the 

proper  pallet on the given bin
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of moving material from TEMP/KYL to PROD

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/process

Pressing a button on the
handheld scanner to receive 
an order on the SLS-display

Information and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channelUserUser

Continue from flowchart ”Process of 
ordering material from TEMP/KYL”

Scan the bin bar code and 
confirm that the pallet is 
picked from storage bin

Order information is displayed 
on handheld scanner. Operator 
brings the scanner and drives 

forklift to the bin

FOX
Transport information

• Order number
•Pick up position
•Deposit position

Order information

•Trading unit number

•Warehouse number

•Storage section

•Pallet bin

Pallet is moved in the ELVIS  
from bin to OMPACKNING

Continue on flowchart ”Process of 
transprtations with AGV”

Operators within
Storage

Indication that an order
is performed for material 

in TEMP/KYL. SLS ELVIS/P12

Pallet exist

yes/no

no

yes

SLS

Take the pallet and 
confirm the pallet 

movement

Place the pallet on an AGV-
bin and order an AGV-transport

from Storage to Production

Replace wooden
pallet, Separete

goods

yes

no

Pallet moved from OMPACKNING 
to new created BUFF-bin

Transport pallet to Collation
area and perform the replacement 
or the separation.  Place mother-

pallet back on the same storage bin

Create a new order. Se flowchart 
“Process of ordering material

from RUM to PROD. Investigate 
where the pallet is
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SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Operators within
storage

Transport the pallet
through conveyor system
to conveyor pick up bin

Continue on flowchart ”Process of 
transprtations with AGV”

Replace wooden
pallet. Separate 

goods

no

yes

Replace pallet or perform 
the picking.  

PLC/7100

A ordering process demanding a
hygienic pallet automatically

prints a new trading unit number
when being picked.

SLS ELVIS/P12

ELVIS/P12
New/copy of trading unit 

number is created and
printed  A ordering process demanding 

separation of pallets automatically
prints out a new trading 

unit number New/copy of trading unit 
number is created and

printed  

Process of separating pallets and replacing wooden- with hygienic pallets

Continue from flowchart ” Process of picking
material from RUM to conveyor system”

Continue on flowchart ” Process of 
transports with AGV”
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SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channelUserUser

Receiving an AGV-
transport  with a pallet to 

an AGV deposit bin

Continue from flowchart ending with an 
AGV transport to Production department.

AGV performs transport 
and deliver the pallet to 

given destination

Either operator take the pallet away 
from the AGV bin and scan the

trading unit number

locker room operator 
within Production

FOX

SLS ELVIS/P12

Receiving a confirmation on 
scanner display that pallet 

movement has been confirmed.

Process of receiving goods to PROD; Filling dep. and SVP production line

Removing the utter package 
material  before taking the

articles into zone.  

Remove the second package 
material inside the locker room. 
Label each inner package with

t he package label. 

Continue on the flowchart ”Process 
of taking goods into cleanliness zone”

Package label
Batch number
Article number
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Fresenius Kabi AB
Process of taking goods into cleanliness zone: Filling dep.

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Operator within
Production; cleanliness 

zone

Continue from the flowchart ”Process of receiving
goods to production: Filling department and SVP 
production line”

Place  the right material 
in  the right storage-box 
within cleanliness zone.

Take material from the 
storage-boxes into 
production line.  

Map the final 
consumption 
of all material

Batch protocol

Package label
Batch number
Article number

Package label
Batch number
Article number

Manually

SLS ELVIS/P12

Manually

Scan the barcode for the
production order.

Scan the package label 
for the material that is

consumed
SLS ELVIS/P12

SLS performs a 
stock booking and 
the order is updated

END
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The AGV drives to one
of the conveyor pick-up

bins and pick up the pallet. 

SystemSystemActivity/processActivity/processInformation and 
Information channel

Information and 
Information channel

UserUser

Continue from flowchart ending with an 
AGV transport.

Operator performs the last scanner 
confirmation. Simultaneously a 
telegram are sent to FOX that a 

transport assignment is performed. 

Either operator take the pallet away 
from the AGV bin a.s.p or the bin

is used as a storage bin while 
the delivered material is consumed.

Taking the pallet away
from the AGV bin and 

confirm the bin as available
FOX

FOX
The bin-status on the 

AGV-terminal changes 

Operators within
storage

Process of transport material with AGV from storage to PROD

Pallet is placed in BUFF-bin
meanwhile the pallet is 

transported to Production

SLS

FOX

The loaded AGV is transported
to Production department and

the pallet is deposit on the 
deposit bin. 

The operator scans the
pallet trading unit number 
and confirms its delivery 

SLS ELVIS/P12

END

Confirmation of delivered 
material automatic pallet

movement confirmed. 

Operator within
Production; cleanliness 

zone
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